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Abstrakt
Tato diplomová práce popisuje návrh a implementaci nástroje pro automatickou katego-
rizaci webových stránek. Cílem nástroje je aby byl schopen se z ukázkových webových
stránek naučit, jak každá kategorie vypadá. Poté by měl nástroj zvládnout přiřadit naučené
kategorie k dříve nespatřeným webovým stránkám. Nástroj by měl podporovat více kate-
gorií a jazyků. Pro vývoj nástroje byly použity pokročilé techniky strojového učení, detekce
jazyků a dolování dat. Nástroj je založen na open source knihovnách a je napsán v jazyce
Python 3.3.
Abstract
This master’s thesis describes the design and implementation of a tool for automated web
pages categorization. The goal of this tool is to be able to learn from given sample web
pages how each category looks like. Later, it should manage to assign these categories to
previously unseen web pages. The tool should support multiple categories and languages.
Advanced machine learning, language detection, and data mining techniques were used
for the development of this tool. It is based on open source libraries and it is written in
Python 3.3.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter offers a quick overview of motivation for writing this thesis, goals of this thesis
and its structure. Reader is expected to have a basic knowledge of HTML, JavaScript and
Python.
1.1 Motivation and background
Automatic web classification plays important role in several areas:
• Web content blocking or filtering
• Automated constructing and expanding web directories
• Knowledge base construction
• Assisted web browsing
Let us take the web content filtering as an example. It is necessary to have a list of URLs
with their corresponding categories to be able to block web content by category. Each URL
can belong either to a single category or to multiple categories with a different degree of
membership. It is also desirable to have such a list as complete as possible. Unfortunately,
the Internet contains several billions of web pages [6] and no human is capable of categorizing
all of them manually. The web is also changing constantly. Therefore, it would be useful to
have a tool that could categorize web pages automatically in comparable quality as a human
would.
For a human observer, it is relatively easy to distinguish whether a web page is about
pornography, gambling or whether it is an e-shop. Human can assign a category to a web
page based on its visual appearance and based on the texts that she reads. For a machine,
or more specifically for a classification algorithm, it is not a simple task to categorize a web
page. An algorithm does not have eyes, brain or experience of a human observer.
If an algorithm could obtain a picture of a web page, the algorithm would “see” a matrix
of pixels with their corresponding RGB values. If an algorithm obtains a text of the web
page, it will see an HTML (or other) source code, rather than a plain text. What is more,
one web page can consist of several other resources, such as nested iframe tags or dynamic
content displayed by external JavaScript scripts. In the rest of this thesis we will call these
objects sub-pages, while the original page containing links to these objects will be called
a main page.
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1.2 Goal of the thesis
The goal of this thesis is to design a method for categorization of web pages into a predefined
set of categories. For simplicity, we will assume the following categories: Pornography,
gambling, shopping and other. However, the method should be designed in a way allowing
any number of different categories. Additionally, the proposed method should be able to
categorize web pages in several languages. Let us assume the following languages: Czech,
English and German. Again, the proposed method should be able to categorize web pages
in any number of languages.
When a method is chosen, it should be implemented as a console application in a chosen
programming language. Afterwards, accuracy of the application should be evaluated using
an appropriate metric.
1.3 Thesis organization
In Chapter 2 we will analyze the current state of the web page categorization problem
and tools that are already available. The problem will be analyzed in greater depth in
Chapter 3, where we will assess properties of the data (i.e. web pages) and suitability of
available classification methods for web page classification. In the same section will be
also proposed a general method for categorization of web pages. A design of the tool,
using previously chosen principles, will follow in Chapter 4. This includes dividing the
application in main functional blocks, description of input and output of the application
and design of running modes. Chapter 4 also describes implementation of the tool in detail,
including some usage examples. Experiments with the finished tool and their evaluation
will be covered in Chapter 5. Conclusion of the work done in the thesis then follows in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Current state of the problem
Currently, there are several services providing web classification to some extent. Notable
examples are:
• DatumBox (http://www.datumbox.com/).
• Webroot’s BrightCloud R©Security Services (http://www.brightcloud.com/tools/
change-request-url-categorization.php).
• uClassify (http://www.uclassify.com/).
• OpenDNS (http://community.opendns.com/domaintagging/.
• CN Keywords Categorizer1.
These tools, however, have several problematic properties that we will try to address in
this thesis:
• closed source and/or proprietary solutions.
• They work only with fixed categories. It is not possible to specify any additional ones
or merge/remove any existing ones.
• They have a fixed languages support, typically only English.
• They use their own data of unknown quality.
The main problem is that the available tools cannot be adjusted to fit any specific needs
(own categories, different languages) and for some applications cannot be trusted (blocking
of web pages by blindly using obtained domain lists). However, books and researches exist
for topics of data mining (specifically for web and text data mining) and machine learning
and they are used in this thesis.
1This tool is proprietary and publicly unavailable. It was provided by CYAN Network Security for testing
(see http://www.cyan-networks.com/).
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2.1 CN Keywords Categorizer
A special section is dedicated to this tool. It was provided by CYAN Networks Security
for testing and possible extension. Because it is the only available tool, that allows to be
customized, it could be interesting for comparison with our proposed tool. We will also use
the category labeling used by this tool. It uses numbers as category labels. The category
numbers used in this thesis can be seen later in Table 3.1.
This tool is a simple keywords matching script. It searches for specific keywords in an
HTML title tag of a web page. There exists a manually assembled list of keywords for
English and German languages for gambling, pornography and shopping categories. Each
keyword in this list belongs to one category and has a numeric weight assigned. The weight
can be a positive or a negative number. Weights from all keywords in one web page are
summed and if the value exceeds some specific threshold, the page is considered to belong
to that category. When a category is assigned, no other categories are searched. Thus, one
web page can belong to only one category. The tool, although it is working, has several
shortcomings:
• It is still necessary to collect manually high quality keywords for each category and
each language.
• Keywords can be only one word long.
• Only the HTML title tag is searched but it might not even be present. Moreover, the
page contains much more information, which this tool does not use.
• Categories have strict order. If one category is matched, no other will get matched
even if the weights sum exceeds the threshold of some other category much more
(suggesting that it could be better match).
We will consider these drawbacks in a proposal of a design of our new tool.
8
Chapter 3
Categorization method design
This chapter covers analysis of possible approaches to obtaining, interpretation and classi-
fication of web pages. For each approach, we assess its merits and shortcomings.
First, in Section 3.1 we will define a term Category that is used throughout this thesis.
In Section 3.2 and it’s subsections, we will analyze web pages and how their properties
might affect their obtaining, interpretation or classification. Subsequently, in Section 3.3,
based on the web pages properties we will propose a categorization method with some
alternatives. Lastly, in Section 3.4 we will describe different available test data sets and
their suitability for purpose of this thesis.
3.1 Categories
Depending on the chosen list of categories, in a real world, web pages can belong to multiple
categories (let us call them multi-categorical). A set of categories that we want to identify
is showed in Table 3.1. Detailed description of each category is then available in tables in
Appendix B. A degree of membership in each category falls into a range 〈0.0, 1.0〉.
We could certainly assume that a web page W of an e-shop selling erotic magazines
could have the following degree of membership:
W = {PORN : 0.8,SHOPPING : 0.9,GAMBLING : 0.05,NONE : 0.02}
In description of a data set used for experiments in Chapter 5 we will see that this scenario
is not uncommon. However, some applications require strictly a single category for each
URL. For purpose of this thesis, we will require a single category as an output as well.
Later in Section 3.3.3, we will describe how to select just a single category.
3.2 Data retrieval
In this section and its subsections, we will present some common issues with obtaining data
for training and classification. For each problem, we will suggest one or more solutions
and assess their suitability for a small-scale web classifier. Such a classifier is suitable for
fetching tens to hundreds of web pages per second.
For the rest of this thesis, let us define a web page as a single HTML document obtained
from a specific URL. When we are trying to download, parse and classify a web page, we
have to face several difficulties:
9
Category abbreviation number
Other category / no category NONE 0
Pornography PORN 1
Gambling GAMBLING 2
Military & Weapons MILITARY 5
Sport SPORT 6
News NEWS 7
Finance FINANCE 8
Travel TRAVEL 9
Religion RELIGION 10
Real Estate REAL 12
Dating DATING 14
Vehicles VEHICLES 15
Education EDUCATION 17
Games GAMES 18
Ads ADS 20
Online shopping sites SHOPPING 21
Jobs JOBS 22
Phishing/Spyware/Virus/Proxies PHISHING 24
Streaming Media STREAMING 25
Communities/Blogs COMMUNITIES 26
Hosting HOSTING 28
Health care HEALTH 30
Humor HUMOR 31
Search Engines/Directories SEARCH 32
Parked Domains PARKED 99
Table 3.1: Example categories
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• Significant network latency in web page fetching due to slow connection or DNS
resolution.
• Connection errors, such as HTTP servers not responding (but letting the connec-
tions open until they time out), connections reset in the middle of transmissions or
immediate connection drops.
• Lost, missing, temporarily unavailable or invalid web pages (i.e. non-HTML docu-
ments, such as images and various binary data).
• Redirections and redirection loops.
• Unknown character encodings.
• Presence of multiple languages.
• Sub-pages, which may contain other sub-pages nested to unknown level.
• Oversized content accidentally fetched instead of a web page, such as large files of
several gigabytes.
3.2.1 URL normalization
When fetching a large number of web pages or when handling sub-pages, we may come
across many duplicate URL links. To avoid multiple downloads of identical data, it is
necessary to perform URL normalization. In [2], we can find examples of URLs that require
normalization. URL normalization consists of these steps:
1. Making URL lowercase.
2. Collapsing . and .. part of the URL path (e.g. /test/../scripts/script.js to
/scripts/script.js).
3. Transforming relative links to absolute (e.g. script.js or ∼user to
http://www.test.com/script.js or http://www.test.com/∼user/ respectively).
4. Always using a standard string for protocol (e.g. http or https).
Additionally, we may want to keep only the domain name. We will see later in Sec-
tion 3.3.1 a potential use for URLs normalized to their domain names only.
3.2.2 Web crawling
“A single page fetch may involve several seconds of network latency [2].” [2] also suggests
that to deal with network latency we can use a large-scale web crawler. Such a crawler
allows us to open many non-blocking (asynchronous) socket connections to different HTTP
servers and fetch many web pages at the same time [2]. The time delay involved in each
web page download will then split among all the web pages being retrieved at the same
time.
For example, if we will have a set of 10k URLs and each page will take on average 2.67 s
to download, the entire set will take 7.42 hours to download. “Research-scale crawlers fetch
up to hundreds of pages per second. Web-scale crawlers fetch hundreds to thousands of pages
per second.” [2] Having said that, let us assume we have a research-scale crawler that is
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able to download 100 web pages simultaneously. Our example URLs set would now take
4.45 minutes to download. Unfortunately, our web crawler has some specific requirements:
• We need to download only the main page from each web, not the entire web. Thus,
each connection is always to a different web and DNS resolution never repeats (so
caching of DNS records does not make any sense).
• After parsing a web page, we may find out that we need to download some sub-pages.
These sub-pages can be nested into unknown level.
• We want to process a main page with all its sub-pages so we need to download the
sub-pages as soon as possible. Otherwise, a collection of the main page and its sub-
pages would occupy memory for unnecessarily long time or it would have to be stored
on a disk and then loaded back again for processing.
• We have limited development time and limited resources.
Due to these limitations, we cannot design a new web-scale crawler. We cannot use
sockets either because we would have to manage all error states on our own. We cannot
use any existing web crawler entirely because we need to have control over the download
process to such a degree that would allow us to handle and assemble sub-pages. However,
we can use some web scraping (web page harvesting) tool and run it in many threads. This
will allow us to fetch tens to hundreds web pages concurrently (depending on the processing
power of the machine) while not having to deal with most of the error states. There are
several free web scraping programs and libraries available for Linux and Windows operating
systems:
• cURL — available at http://curl.haxx.se.
• GNU WGet — available at http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/.
• Scrapy (Python) — available at http://scrapy.org.
• Apache NutchTM(Java) — available at http://nutch.apache.org.
• Heritrix (Java) — available at
htts://webarchive.jira.com/wiki/display/Heritrix.
• Mechanize (Python) — available at
http://wwwsearch.sourceforge.net/mechanize/.
From all of the available choices, WGet implement more functionality than cURL.
Scrapy and Nutch are designed more for a true web scraping than a simple download of
web pages. Heritrix and Mechanize do not provide that many features as WGet or cURL.
To conclude, WGet suits the purpose of our tool the most. WGet has already available and
ready to use these functions:
• Obtaining HTML code.
• Obtaining HTTP headers.
• Handling HTTPS protocol.
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• Handling SSL certificate errors.
• Configurable timeouts (DNS, connect and read).
• Redirection handling with the ability to set the maximum redirections counts.
3.2.3 Languages handling
Another problem with web pages is that they contain different languages. As [33] shows,
one page can be in combination of two or more languages. In particular, 5%–10% of the
500 million tested web pages were multilingual. Unfortunately, the results of [33] were not
published in any scientific magazine and the results were created using only one specific
language detection tool (Compact Language Detector specifically). This suggests that these
results might be skewed or somewhat inaccurate. However, as we will see in Section 4.6.1,
this tool is highly accurate in comparison with any other available language detection tool.
Additionally, to knowledge of author of this thesis, there is no other more relevant research
available in terms of multilingual web pages distribution on the web.
Having a multilingual web page does not pose a problem for classification. However, it
has a negative effect on machine learning algorithms during training. Words present in web
pages can be used as keywords for classifying a web page. We will describe this approach
more in detail in Section 3.3.
It would be very difficult to obtain a training set with uniform distribution of languages
so we will assume that languages in the training set appear in different frequencies. For
now, let us assume that a web page can be classified by 5000 most common words appearing
in a given set of web pages of the same category. This approach will work well for web
pages with a single language but will prone to high error rate for multiple languages. This
is because keywords from the most frequent language will appear more frequently than the
ones from the less frequent languages. As a result, in the total 5000 words will not be
included words that were highly frequent in a less frequent language. Note that without
presence of a language detection tool we are not able to perform any kind of normalization
over the word occurrence with respect to its language frequency.
Additionally, language detection plays a vital role in data preprocessing. For example,
word stemming and stopwords removal methods (as described later in Section 3.3.1) are
language specific.
To conclude, the ability to determine language of web pages should be taken into con-
sideration when designing a web page classification. Ideally, it should be possible to use
a library or a tool satisfying these criteria:
• Support of all necessary languages (at least Czech, English, German and an unknown
language).
• Detect and mark multiple languages in a single text.
• Be sufficiently fast. In a typical web page of 56 kB [36], detect languages in hundreds
of milliseconds at most.
• Be well tested.
• Having available comparison with other language detection tool/libraries.
In Section 4.6.1, we will suggest several tools and libraries and choose the one fitting our
criteria the best.
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3.3 Classification
For web page classification, we can use one of many machine learning algorithms. In [9]
we can find a description of the most common ones. There are three main approaches to
machine learning:
• Unsupervised learning (also called Clustering): learning without any class labels avail-
able in advance. This includes algorithms like K-means [2] or agglomerative clustering
[2].
• Supervised learning : learning with class labels assigned to the training data. This
includes algorithms like bayesian belief networks (also known as neural networks) [9],
support vector machines (SVMs) [9], k-nearest-neighbors [9] or naive bayes classifiers
[9].
• Semi-supervised learning : unsupervised learning with some additional information
provided by human.
It is certainly not a problem to obtain labeled training data (e.g. web page links with
categories assigned to them) so we can use a supervised learning algorithm [9]. Some sources
of labeled training data are suggested later in Section 3.4. Next, we should choose the best
algorithm suitable for our needs of web page classification.
There are several sources suggesting that SVMs are the best choice for text classification:
“SVMs are currently the most accurate classifiers for text.” [2] “Although the training time
of even the fastest SVMs can be extremely slow, they are highly accurate. . . They are much
less prone to overfitting than other methods. They also provide a compact description of the
learned model.” [9] Having said that, SVMs seems like a reasonable choice for a classification
algorithm. Let us focus on them more.
SVMs, also known as Kernel machines or Large/optimal margin classifiers were first
described in [1]. An SVM uses nonlinear mapping to transform the training data into
higher dimension. If the data is linearly separable and the dimension is large enough, the
data can be separated by a hyperplane (forming a decision boundary). The algorithm then
maximizes the distance between the decision boundary and the training data. This idea was
extended in [4] to find a decision boundary even for linearly non-separable data. However,
[13] proves that due to the properties of the text classification task, a text data is generally
linearly separable and the normalized inverse margin is typically small.
Up to now, SVMs have undergone an extensive research. There are many different
approaches and optimizations, involving high-level linear algebra. Therefore, writing a good
SVM classifier from scratch would be extremely time-consuming. Fortunately, there exist
many implementations in different programming languages, which are available for a free
use. We will explore some of these options later in Section 4.4.
3.3.1 Features extraction
For every classification task, it is necessary to represent the training or categorized data in
a form of features. In context of web pages, features can be obtained from various sources:
• Text — web page content that one can read in a web browser.
• Images — how a page looks like or images that a web page contains.
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• Hypertext — information from HTML tag, such as web page title, description, key-
words, author, etc.
• Web page structure — how many paragraphs are there in a web page, how long they
are, etc.
• Web structure — information from incoming or outgoing links.
Features from images are being researched only recently. This is mainly due to the
rise of image data in web pages. How to categorize web pages using image data only, in
comparable quality to other already working approaches, would be itself for a separate
research. Although this option seems interesting, we will not consider it in this thesis.
Regarding the other features sources, [27] provides a good comparison. Text data are
often used as a primary source of information. They can be extended by a use of two
additional types of context data. One type is data available from a page directly, such
as hyperlinks, meta data, HTML tags or layout of the document. The other type is data
available from neighboring web pages, such as anchor texts in links linking to our web page,
in what sections of a document these links appear or the heading of the section, where the
links appears. One can also exploit already categorized neighboring web pages.
In [27], the authors compare four sources of features for classification — text only,
text and title tag, text and anchor words and text, title, and anchor words. From their
results, adding additional features to the text feature always improved accuracy. The best
additional feature types appeared to be anchor words, followed by title. On average, the
best results were obtained from combination of text, title and anchor words.
Using anchor words has one major problem. We need to have web pages that link to
the web page that we are trying to classify. This means that we need a large-scale web
crawler that will explore the web and will make a graph of the links among web pages.
In Section 3.2.2, we concluded that we would like to use a web crawler of a small scale so
this feature type is not an option for us. Ideally, we would like to use features only from
the main page. Let us try to find some other features that could be used for classification.
Proposed feature types and their description are present in Table 3.2.
There are some other features sources that we came up with, but will not be used:
• N-grams from web page URL.
• Web page IP address.
• IP address of outgoing links.
• Title attribute of <a> HTML tags.
• Alt attribute of <img> HTML tags.
Words preprocessing
When any text data are used as features, each distinct word is considered a feature. Do-
cuments can be then represented as a feature vector space [2]. Using this representation,
we discard the information about word positions (context information). According to [5],
there can be two representations of words. First is as a set-of-words, where only presence or
absence of a word in a document is considered. This is also known as binary term weighting
[14]. Second representation is bag-of-words where word frequencies within a document are
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Acronym Description
B
All words extracted from the main web page. This excludes any
HTML tags, comments, CSS style and scripts.
D
All words from the <meta> description HTML tag. If this tag
is found multiple times or in sub-pages, all words from all the
tags are merged.
I
All words extracted from the <iframe> HTML tags content.
This excludes any HTML tags, comments, CSS style and scripts.
K
All words from the <meta> keywords HTML tag. If this tag is
found multiple times or in sub-pages, all words from all the tags
are merged.
S
All words are extracted from JavaScript strings. This excludes
any HTML tags, comments, CSS style and nested scripts.
T
All words from the <title> HTML tag. If this tag is found
multiple times or in sub-pages, all words from all the tags are
merged.
U
URLs from all <a> and <img> tags, normalized to a domain
name only (without protocol).
Table 3.2: Feature types
taken into consideration. If a raw word count is used then it is also known as term frequency
(tf ) [14]. According to research done in [14], text frequency is important information. It
should not be discarded and the bag-of-words representation should be always preferred.
It is possible to transform words from documents directly into vector space. However,
we can boost the classification accuracy if we perform some word preprocessing. [5] suggests
some common word preprocessing tasks:
• Dropping words that do not add any information, such as prepositions, articles or
very common verbs. These words are called stopwords.
• Dropping words that occur fewer that a specified number of times in the whole corpus.
• Ranking words and dropping the low-ranked. [5] suggests to use mutual information
but we will suggest better schemes later in Section 3.3.2.
• Morphological analysis that reduces words to their root form, also known as stemming
or conflation. [2] suggests using the Porter’s algorithm [22] for stemming.
Aside from these, we should employ also the following:
• Converting words to one common casing, for example all words to lower case.
• Remove accent mark. This may increase accuracy by ignoring wrong or missing ac-
cent marks and conversely reduce accuracy by merging words with different meanings
into one. For example in Czech language, “řádek” refers to a “line” while “Radek”
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is a person’s name. We will experiment with this word-preprocessing step in Sec-
tion 5.2.1.
• Instead of using only single words, use N-grams as well. N-grams are N words from the
input text treated as a single feature. These words have to occur in the text next to
each other. Bi-grams are typically used. While this increases the number of features
dramatically, it may help to capture some contextual information lost by using the
vector space representation of documents. For example, a web page containing the
word “pornography” might be related to pornography while a web page containing the
bi-gram “pornography addiction” will probably be related to pornography addiction
treatment.
• Converting numeric and price values into single features. [14] suggests to remove them
completely but we suspect that number and prices could be indicative for shopping
or gambling related topics so we will rather keep them.
• Treating words that are too short or too long as stopwords. [14] suggests using
minimal word length of four characters.
Another word-preprocessing step, approximate string matching, can be found in [2].
It tries to conflate misspelled words into one. However, there is no information about its
accuracy in context of web categorization. A dictionary lookup is also suggested in [2],
which can conflate different variants of one word (for example goes and went).
In [7] the authors experiment with NLP-derived phrases — factoids, multi-word dictio-
nary entries and noun phrases (NLP stands for natural language processing). These are
very language-specific and difficult to obtain for other languages than English. It was also
discovered, that NLP-derived phrases decrease classification accuracy.
Term weighting schemes
In previous section, we showed that each text feature should have a term frequency (tf )
assigned. However, there are many more term weighting schemes than just tf. Choosing
appropriate term weighting scheme is very important. It is even more important than
selection and tuning kernel function of SVM [14]. In [14], the authors experiment with
the most common ones, with emphasis on the resulting classification accuracy when used
with SVMs. The term weighting schemes that were assessed are present in Table 3.4. The
a, b, c and d variables from the schemes have their meaning summarized in Table 3.3.
Additionally, N = a+ b+ c+ d.
Category contains term
No Yes
Category
Positive a b
Negative d c
Table 3.3: Weighting schemes variables [14]
From the experiments done by the authors, the tf·rf, tf and logtf schemes showed to
provide the best accuracy. The ITF scheme provided comparable accuracy only for data
set with evenly distributed documents among all categories. For skewed document counts
among categories, the tf·chi scheme provided better accuracy than the ITF scheme.
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Name Description
binary
1 if term is present in a document and 0 if it is not. Term
frequency is ignored.
tf
Raw term frequency (number of times a term occurs in a docu-
ment).
logtf log (1 + tf).
costf Cosine normalization wkj/
√∑
k
(
w2kj
)
, where wkj is weight of
term tk in document dj .
ITF Inverse term frequency 1− rr+tf , where r = 1.
idf Inverse document frequency log
(
N
b+c
)
tf·idf tf · idf
logtf·idf log (1 + tf) · idf
tf·idf-prob log
(
a+d
b+c
)
tf·chi tf · χ2, where χ2 = N · (a·d−b·c)2(a+d)·(b+c)·(a+b)·(c+d)
tf·rf costf · rf , where rf = log2
(
2 + bc
)
Table 3.4: Term weighting schemes [14]
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We should also consider complexity of computation of each scheme before choosing one.
The tf, logtf and ITF schemes are category independent and can be computed without any
additional knowledge. On the other hand, the tf·rf and tf·chi schemes require document
frequencies for each positive and negative category combination, which is information avail-
able only after all documents are processed. Although the tf·rf provides the best results,
it may not be feasible to use it due to large memory requirements.
3.3.2 Features selection
When test data is used for classification, it may produce large number of features. From
these, most of the features are irrelevant or of poor quality. Although [14] states that feature
SVMs are able to work with high dimensional features and feature selection does not affect
SVM performance, we still want to perform feature selection due to memory requirements.
We can perform features selection by assigning a rank to each feature and then set
a threshold on value of this ranking. Features ranked above this threshold will be included,
features ranked below will not. There are several commonly used schemes to rank features,
such as information gain, expected cross entropy, the weight of evidence of text, odds ratio,
term frequency, document frequency, mutual information or χ2 (present as part of the tf ·chi
scheme in Table 3.4) [19]. Some of these are used for features weighting as well.
Authors of [25] presents an algorithm based on Gini index called GiniText. On average,
this algorithm shows higher improvement of classification accuracy than the previously
mentioned algorithms. In practical application, the GiniText values are very small so
selecting a threshold on the GiniText value is not very intuitive. [19] then presents attempts
of improving the original GiniText algorithm. Three new variants, GiniTextA, GiniTextB
and GiniTextC were created. For brevity, they are also referenced as GIT-A, GIT-B and
GIT-C. These new algorithms show different accuracy for different data sets, sometimes
better that the original GiniText algorithm, sometimes worse. They are definitely an option
that we should try. All four algorithms have the following equations:
GiniText(W ) =
∑
i
P (W |Ci)2 · P (Ci|W )2 (3.1a)
GiniTextA(W ) =
∑
i
P (Ci|W )2 (3.1b)
GiniTextB(W ) =
∣∣∣∣ 1log2 P (W )
∣∣∣∣ ·∑
i
P (Ci|W )2 (3.1c)
GiniTextC(W ) =
∑
i P (Ci|W )2∑
i |log2 P (W |Ci)2|
(3.1d)
In the equations 3.1, the i term stands for all categories. If we would like to express the
probabilities in these equations using the a, b and c terms from Table 3.3, they would be
the following:
P (Ci|W ) =
∣∣{D|(W ∈ D) ∧ (D ∈ Ci)}∣∣∣∣{D|W ∈ D}∣∣ = bb+ c (3.2a)
P (W |Ci) =
∣∣{D|(W ∈ D) ∧ (D ∈ Ci)}∣∣∣∣{D|D ∈ Ci}∣∣ = ba+ b (3.2b)
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P (W ) =
tfW∑
∀W tfW
(3.2c)
In the equations 3.2, the term D is a document and tfW is the raw term frequency of
feature W .
The GiniTextC algorithm in equation 3.1d will not work if some features will not be
present in some categories. When a feature is not present in a category, P (W |Ci)2 = 0
and | log2(0)| =∞. For this reason, we suggest a small correction that will cause the worse
features to be ranked as the second worse features (the divisor will not be∞, but the largest
possible). Our corrected equation is the following:
mwc = min
∀i,∀W
P (W |Ci)2 (3.3a)
GiniTextC(W ) =
∑
i P (Ci|W )2∑
i
∣∣∣log2 (max(P (W |Ci)2 ,mwc))∣∣∣ (3.3b)
The value of P (W |Ci)2 can be computed only once and used for both the 3.3a and the
3.3b equation.
Feature selection strategies
When we rank features using any of the algorithms presented in previous section, we need
to select only some of them using this rank value. First, we can set a threshold on the rank
value. Unfortunately, for a user of the categorization tool, this is not very intuitive. The
threshold value may be very small and difficult to guess. Additionally, user does not know
how many features will be actually selected. This may be a problem when resources are
limited and too many features may not fit into the computer’s memory.
Another option is to order features according to their rank value and then select only
top N features. A shortcoming of this approach is that the optimal N will vary for different
training sets. On the other hand, the N selection is much more intuitive for a user. Addi-
tionally, with specific number of features selected we can predict the memory requirements.
3.3.3 Multi-class classification
An SVM is a large margin classifier, which means it works best for binary classification.
However, we want to categorize more than just two categories. In [24], the authors compare
several algorithms from which the One-vs-All (OVA, also known as one-vs.-rest [2]) and
the All-vs-All (AVA) are the recently most used ones. The idea behind the OVA algorithm
is the following:
• For each category, we will train a separate SVM classifier.
• For each category, documents from the selected category will be used as positive
examples and documents from all the other categories will be used as negative examp-
les.
• For N categories, we have to train N classifiers.
• When we need to categorize a document, all N classifiers will be used. The one where
the document will be the closest to the positive category will determine the category.
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The AVA algorithm is very similar to OVA, only classifiers are trained for all category
combinations. This creates
(
N
2
)
classifiers and the same number has to be tried when
a document has to be categorized.
By executing number of carefully controlled experiments, authors of [24] proved that
a simple OVA scheme is as accurate as any other, more complex approach, assuming that
the underlying binary classifiers are well-tuned regularized classifiers such as SVMs.
3.3.4 Evaluation metrics
There are many metrics for evaluating the performance of classifiers. All of them are based
on values obtained from a confusion matrix [9] (also known as contingency matrix). For
a binary classification, an example of such a matrix is in Table 3.5. Notable terms from
this table are:
• TP (True Positives): Number of positive documents correctly labeled by the classifier
as positive.
• TN (True Negatives): Number of negative documents correctly labeled by the classi-
fier as negative.
• FP (False Positives): Number of negative documents incorrectly labeled by the cla-
ssifier as positive.
• FN (False Negatives): Number of positive documents incorrectly labeled by the cla-
ssifier as negative.
Actual value
Class X not Class X Total
Predicted value
Class X TP FP P
not Class X FN TN N
Total P ′ N ′ P +N
Table 3.5: Example of a confusion matrix [9]
Ideally, we would like to have a single-valued evaluation metric. Maximizing (or mini-
mizing) this metric should then lead to better classification accuracy. Some of these metrics,
as defined in [9], are present in Table 3.6.
In addition to the metrics present in Table 3.6, for precision, recall, F1-score and Fβ-
score there exist variants for multi-class classification [2]:
• Micro averaged: Metric is calculated from sum of all confusion matrices for all cate-
gories.
• Macro averaged: Metric is calculated as unweighted mean of metrics for each category.
• Weighted: Average of metrics for all categories, weighted by number of true instances
in each category.
We will not go deep into description of all theoretical properties of these measures.
More information can be found in [9]. Let us note that from all the measures, the weighted
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Evaluation metric Formula
Accuracy (recognition rate) TP+TNP+N
Error rate (misclassification rate) FP+FNP+N
Precision TPTP+FP
Recall (recall rate, true positive rate, sensitivity) TP
P
F1-score (F , F1, F -score, harmonic mean of precision
and recall)
2·precision·recall
precision+recall
Fβ-score (β is non-negative real number)
(1+β2)·precision·recall
β2·precision+recall
Table 3.6: Evaluation metrics [9]
F1-score should best reflect the accuracy of multi-class classification problem with imba-
lanced categories. Unlike other measures, it takes into account precision, recall, and size
of the categories while producing a single-valued measure. Precision provides a measure
of exactness (i.e. what fraction of samples labeled as positive is actually such), while re-
call provides a measure of completeness (i.e. what fraction of positive samples is actually
labeled as such) and there is a trade-off between precision and recall. If we would like to
have a classifier that is more precise but provides less positive matches (or less precise with
more matches), we should choose Fβ-score with appropriate β value instead.
Accuracy estimation
We decided to use F1-score for accuracy measurements of our classifier. However, we have
only a single set with labeled samples. A common way to estimate classifier’s accuracy is
by splitting the labeled data set into three sub-sets:
• Training set: This set is used to train a classifier and contains most of the samples.
• Validation set: This set is used to fine-tune parameters of the classifier during training.
Using this set, we try to maximize the accuracy measure.
• Test set: We use this set to measure accuracy of the trained classifier on previously
unseen samples. Classifier could be overfitting on the samples from the training and
validation sets and using the test set will discover this problem.
Before any training, we hold back part of the set as the test set. The usual amount is
about 25%–30%, depending on how many samples we will need for training [17]. From the
rest of the samples we create the training and validation sets. Ideally, we would like to use
all data for training. To approximate this, we can select a different validation set, train the
classifier more times and then average the accuracy measures. A common way of selecting
the validation set is using a K-fold cross-validation [17].
In K-fold cross-validation, the set D with samples is split into K sub-sets (folds)
D1, D2, . . . , Dk. In each i-th iteration of K, the D\Di set is used for training and the
set Di is used for validation. The set with samples should be randomly shuﬄed before
cross-validation to ensure equal distribution of all classes in all folds. Most commonly used
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value for K is 5 or 10. In some applications can be also used K = N−1, where N is number
of samples. This approach is then called Leave-one-out K-fold cross-validation [9].
3.4 Available test data
For developing and testing a classifier of web pages, we need to have a testing data set.
To be compatible with the assignment of this thesis, this data set should be a collection
of labeled web pages, where each web page belongs to exactly one category and multiple
languages are present across the data set. [2] suggests several labeled collections that are
commonly used in text classification research:
• Reuters: 10700 of labeled plain text documents, with 30000 terms and 135 categories.
10% of the documents have multiple class labels.
• OHSUMED : 348566 abstracts from medical journals. Each document is tagged with
one or more labels.
• 20NG : 18000 labeled Usenet postings organized in a directory structure with 20 topics.
• WebKB : About 8300 documents from web pages of various universities, in seven
categories.
• Industry : About 10000 home pages of companies from 105 industry sectors.
From these collections, the Reuters and OHSUMED are inappropriate because they are
completely missing hypertext, documents have multiple labels and do not contain multiple
languages. The 20NG collection has single-labeled documents but still lacks hypertext and
multiple languages. The WebKB and Industry seem like the best choice. However, they
are still in one main language. Additionally, all of these collections are off-line, which is
a major drawback. We cannot exploit any features potentially available from sub-pages
and these sets do not simulate broken or otherwise invalid web pages appearing on the real
web.
At this point, it is obvious that we need an online source of web pages. This source
should be up-to-date because links to nonexistent web pages are useless. From online
sources we can choose what topics to include. For this reason, we would like to have at
least topics specified in the assignment of this thesis: Pornography, gambling and shopping.
We would like to have these topics in English, German and Czech as well. Typically, we
can find labeled lists of web pages in directory services. Some of the well known and most
updated are these:
• Alexa (http://www.alexa.com)
• DMOZ (http://www.dmoz.org)
• Yahoo! Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com)
DMOZ is an excellent source of links because it can group categories by language.
English, German and Czech are included. Alexa is extended version of DMOZ. It does
not offer grouping by language but it contains pornographically related topics, which are
completely missing from DMOZ.
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To ensure the best quality of the list of web pages, we will create the list manually, using
the directories above as a source. In Section 2.1, we mentioned a simple keyword matching
categorizer that is available for comparison with our categorization tool. We will use it as
well to help us to search for additional web pages in specific languages. Our testing data
set will be described in more detail later in Chapter 5 with experiments.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we assessed properties of the data for classification. We found out that in
contrast to a plain text classification, handling web pages requires some additional steps,
such as sub-pages management, URL normalization or handling of multiple languages.
Next, we analyzed different classification algorithms from which the SVMs came up as
the most suitable one. We also identified possible features available for web page catego-
rization, extraction methods and necessary word preprocessing steps. We assessed possible
feature selection methods and presented several algorithms that can be used to rank features
as well.
Additionally, we showed how to deal with multi-categorical classification using OVA
method. We described several evaluation metrics of classifier performance and chose the
weighted F1-score as the one reflecting the classification accuracy the best. Lastly, we
described our requirements for a testing data set and showed possible sources.
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Chapter 4
Tool implementation
In this section, we will describe implementation of a tool that will use methods and algo-
rithms proposed in Chapter 3. We will take into consideration all described problems as
well.
First, in Section 4.2 we will define the format of the input and the output data. A de-
sign of methods for effective downloading and processing of web pages will follow in Sec-
tion 4.3 and its subsections. Implementation of classification algorithm, as well as features
processing, features selection and classifier training, will be described in Section 4.4. Sub-
sequently, using the trained classifiers and the categorization itself will be described in
Section 4.9.
The tool could be implemented in number of programming languages. A list of possible
programming languages with a support of features suiting our needs is summarized in
Table 4.1. For the development of such a tool, there are many more programming languages
available. However, author has experience only with some and only those were included.
C++ Java MATLAB Octave Python
Performance High Moderate High High Moderate
Fast prototyping No Moderate Moderate Moderate Yes
High level of abstraction Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Available libraries Yes Moderate Moderate Moderate Yes
Price Free Free Paid Free Free
Multiple OS support Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Author’s knowledge Moderate High Low Low High
Table 4.1: Programming languages and their features
We will not implement a high performance program so all selected languages would be
suitable from this point of view. Fast prototyping is for a master’s thesis very desirable,
as well as high level of abstraction and available libraries. It will allow us to write less
code and quickly switch to a different approach if the current one turns out not to work
well. Price is also important because we would like to use free software so anybody can
use the same approach given by this thesis. All of the selected programming languages
are available at least for Microsoft Windows and GNU/Linux operating systems. However,
some libraries may not be available on each of the systems.
Based on the given criteria, C++ or Python are the best choices. The author has decided
to use Python for the ability of fast prototyping and due to much better knowledge of the
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Python programming language. Since there is no requirement for multiple OS support, we
will consider development under GNU/Linux, concretely the Fedora 20 64-bit distribution1.
There are different versions of Python, mainly the 2.x and 3.x versions. There is no reason
to use the older 2.x version so we will consider for future development the 3.x version,
specifically the version 3.3.32. The developed tool is called cattool (from Categorization
tool).
4.1 Sub-programs
Before we will describe implementation of the tool, we should explain a concept of sub-
programs. The entire tool provides various functions and having all the configuration
options in one place would be only confusing. Sub-programs create a grouping mechanism
for mutually related options. One can think of this as some form of a name space. Each sub-
program is a separate Python module, called Runner, which inherits some basic functions
from one base class. Using this structure has several advantages:
• Configuration parameters are logically separated.
• Runners are loaded dynamically. Adding a new runner does not require any modifi-
cation of the existing code, only adding a new one.
• If one runner cannot be loaded due to missing libraries, other runners will not be
affected and may be still used.
All sub-programs available in the tool are summarized in Table 4.2.
4.2 Input and output
In this section, we will describe the inputs and outputs of the tool and their format. There
are several types of input and output, including user preferences or log output.
First, we need to obtain user preferences (i.e. configuration parameters) for the tool.
The tool takes all configuration parameters from a command line and list of all configuration
parameters is available as command line help as well. Fortunately, we do not have to write
our own parser of command line parameters. We can use Python’s module argparse3 that
will do most of the work for us. We need to specify what parameters are we interested in,
if they are compulsory or not, how many arguments they take and some help strings. The
module will then automatically handle the parsing, including displaying a well formatted
help if it is requested by user.
4.2.1 Input from a file
Another input from the user is a list of URLs. This data should be possible to input from
a file as well as from a standard input (i.e. stdin). Because stdin is also a file descriptor,
1Available at http://download.fedoraproject.org/pub/fedora/linux/releases/20/Fedora/x86_64/
iso
2Available at http://www.python.org/.
3Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/argparse.html.
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Sub-program Abbr. Description
classify cls
Classifies web pages using given classification model. Inter-
net access may be required. This sub-program is described
in Section 4.9.
cyanlist
Python port of the CN Keywords Categorizer, described in
Section 2.1. Internet access is required.
debug
Provides various debugging options. Internet access may
be required.
download dl
Downloads all pages from given URLs sources to a caching
database. The database may be used later for training a cla-
ssifier. Internet access is required. This sub-program is
described in Section 4.3.
extract ex
Extracts features from all good web pages in the caching
database and creates a new database, that may be used
later for selecting features for training. Internet access is
not required. This sub-program is described in Section 4.6
and Section 4.7.
relay
Creates and runs HTTP server relay for receiving URLs
from a web browser and sending them for download (sub-
program download) or for categorization (sub-program clas-
sify). Internet access is not required. This sub-program is
described in Section 4.2.2
train tr
Trains a classifier using pre-extracted features. Features
may be selected using various criteria. Resulting classifier
is saved into a file and may be used later for classification.
Internet access is not required. This sub-program is de-
scribed in Section 4.8.
Table 4.2: Sub-programs of cattool
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for both ways we can use Python’s fileinput4 module. This module takes a file descriptor
as an input and outputs lines from the input file one by one.
The input format is sub-program specific. For the download sub-program, the input file
should use the format from Figure 4.1, where <url_X> is Xth URL of a web page (out of
N URLs) and <category_number> is a number of a category assigned to this web page from
Table 3.1. URLs in this list need not to be normalized because we cannot trust the input
from a user and we have to perform normalization ourselves. For the classify sub-program,
the input file should be one URL per line.
<url_1 >:<category_number >
<url_2 >:<category_number >
.
.
.
<url_N -1>:< category_number >
<url_N >:<category_number >
Figure 4.1: Example of input list with categories
If we want to use the input for categorization, there cannot be any category numbers
because we do not know them yet. In that case, the input should be just a list of URLs,
one URL per line. As previously stated, the URLs do not need to be normalized.
4.2.2 Input from a TCP socket
It is not always desirable to get input data from a file. When we will collect data for training,
it would be much easier to label web pages with a category directly in a web browser after
their manual inspection. For this purpose, we created the relay sub-program present in
Table 4.2. Running this sub-program creates a small HTTP server that is accessible via
http://127.0.0.1:<port>, where <port> is a free TCP port on the local machine.
When a user navigates to this link using her web browser, she will see a list of links
to all available categories. Each of these links contains a small bookmarklet [28] that
can be dragged-and-dropped into the bookmarks list. Then, when the user is on some
particular web page and wants to label it, she just needs to click on a bookmark with the
corresponding category. The bookmarklet will redirect the user to a page with information
about a success or an error. After a pre-configure time, it will either navigate the browser
back to the original page or close the page completely. The time, as well as the action are
configurable.
JavaScript does not allow cross-site HTTP queries but it allows redirection to any web
page. We exploit this option and rather than making a query to send some data, we redirect
the browser to specially crafted URL in form of http://127.0.0.1:<port>?cat=<category
number>&url=<url encoded URL>. The relay sub-program receives URLs with a category
number via the HTTP GET parameter and translates it into a TCP message for a download
or classify sub-program. The format of the message is the same as for the text files described
in Section 4.2.1.
4Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/fileinput.html.
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4.2.3 Logging output
The tool outputs logging information as well. First, there is a log from the tool, informing
user about any problems and/or progress. For logging, we can use excellent Pythons module
logging5. It allows us to specify format of the logging output, where to write the output
(a file, standard output (i.e. stdout), standard error output (i.e. stderr), a socket and many
others) and five severity levels (debug, info, warning, error and critical). We will use this
module for writing information into a file or on stdout/stderr, based on the configuration
parameters.
In each sub-program, user can choose the minimal logging severity to be displayed. The
severity cannot be changed during the program run so it is better to use the debug or info
severity, output log into a file and then display the log during the tool’s run using the Linux
command line tools tail -f <log file> | grep ’<severity level>’.
4.2.4 Categorization output
The result of the classify sub-program is a list of URLs with predicted category numbers.
The tool creates a separate list for each category, where each file is named either <category
name>.txt or <category number>.txt, where <category name> and <category number> are
a number or an abbreviation of the predicted category from Table 3.1. The format of each
file can be seen in Figure 4.2. In this list, <url> is a normalized URL and <confidence> is
a confidence score, which is the signed distance of the web page to the SVM hyperplane.
<url_1 >:<confidence >
<url_2 >:<confidence >
.
.
.
<url_N -1>:<confidence >
<url_N >:<confidence >
Figure 4.2: Example of an output list
4.3 Data retrieval
As we saw in Section 3.2, fetching and parsing of web pages in not trivial. In Section 4.3.3,
we will describe a detailed procedure of a download of a complete web page. Then, in the
subsequent sections, we will deal with the data processing. In the next section, we will
describe the data caching.
4.3.1 Data caching
When we fetch a web page, we would like to store it for later processing. This way we can
build a set of web pages that are readily available for training a classifier. [2] suggests to
use a simple database that places all it’s content into a single file, such as Berkeley DB6.
Although [18] shows, that Berkeley DB outperforms SQLite database in many ways, for
our purpose the SQLite is a sufficiently fast database and also very simple to use.
5Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/logging.html.
6Available at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/database-technologies/berkeleydb.
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Another suggestion of [2] is to use a compression algorithm, such as zlib, to compress
downloaded data. A good compression algorithm can help us to save a significant amount
of disk space. We will use a bzip2 compression algorithm from the Python’s module bz2 7.
Publicly available benchmarks differ in whether bzip2 or zlib is better in speed and com-
pression ratio, mostly due to different settings, used libraries and input data. The only
conclusion is that one is neither significantly worse nor better than the other is.
4.3.2 URL normalization
Before we can start with a web page download, first, we have to perform URL normalization.
The necessary steps have been described in Section 3.2.1. For this task, we can use an
external Python library urlnorm8. This library, unfortunately, fails when given a relative
URL without a host name part. However, when this happens, we can use the Python’s
native library urllib.parse9 and try to concatenate the relative URL with a base host name.
This should of course happen only when we are handling sub-pages. Otherwise, we do not
have any base host name available.
For the urlnorm library a relative URL index.html and absolute URL google.com look
both as relative URLs. To distinguish between these two cases, we can use an external
library tld10. This library uses the latest list of top-level domains (TLD) and checks,
whether a given URL ends with any of these TLDs.
We receive all URLs as a list from the input. After performing URL normalization, it is
also a good idea to eliminate duplicate URLs. It does not make any sense to download the
same web page more than once, unless we want to refresh the stored content. This can be
done very easily by converting a list of URLs into a set, which will automatically eliminate
all duplicate entries. Because the input can be very large, bigger than the computer’s
memory, we added an option to check for duplicates with the last N records. This reduces
the memory requirements drastically while keeping the functionality. The number N can
be set to 1, if the input is sorted beforehand.
4.3.3 Web page download
In Section 3.2.2, we proposed a use of several processes of GNU WGet tool for web page
download. For running an external program from Python we can use the subprocess11
module and it’s Popen() method. Handling a download using WGet is not as straight-
forward as it may seem and it may involve running WGet several times on various errors.
Therefore, instead of simply running WGet as an external process and then collecting the
results, we will abstract the whole download process as a method that will take an URL as
an input and produce data and any other interesting meta data as a result. Then, we will
run multiple instances of this method as separate threads, using the Python’s threading12
module. Let us focus on how this downloading method looks like.
In Figure 4.3 is a design of the entire download procedure, handling all possible states
of data returned by WGet. WGet itself has a built in support for retries when an error
7Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/bz2.html.
8Available at https://github.com/jehiah/urlnorm.
9Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/urllib.parse.html.
10Available at https://bitbucket.org/barseghyanartur/tld.
11Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/subprocess.html.
12Documentation available at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/threading.html.
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occurs. Unfortunately, it retries on every error even when it is not likely to produce any
data. A list of cases when re-downloading is not likely to succeed follows:
• Authentication error (HTTP status code 401 Unauthorized [8]).
• SSL Error for all SSL versions.
• WGet does not report any error but the resulting web page is an error page. This does
not include 5xx HTTP status codes (Server Errors [8]) that may be just temporary
and indeed require a retry.
• Invalid host name.
• Connection reset by server (the server actively denies our connection).
There are three ways of determining what kind of error has occurred. The first one is the
return code returned by WGet. This code determines if the data was obtained successfully
or not, and why. Some additional information about the errors can be obtained from the
information printed by WGet on stderr (in the graph, these errors are called a failure type).
Some HTTP status codes notifying an error are not notified by a return code. Therefore,
the obtained HTTP headers have to be parsed as well and then an action selected on the
HTTP status code basis.
The basic intuition behind handling WGet’s output is to run it repeatedly, until one of
these conditions is reached:
• Web page download does not produce any error.
• Web page download produces an error that does not require a retry.
• Maximum number of retries is reached.
First, there is a reaction on the return code from WGet. Most return codes result into
direct retry or end. The SSL ERROR will result into a try of the next security option,
meaning a version of SSL. By default, WGet will choose the SSL version automatically from
SSLv2, SSLv3 and TLSv1. Because we do not know which version has been tried on an
SSL ERROR, we have to try all of them again. Another special return code is NETWORK
ERROR. This can represent various errors, requiring special handling.
To clarify the best result variable, let us say that a connection between our tool and the
destination server may be very slow. Additionally, the maximum time in which a server
can respond (a connection timeout) is a timeout of a TCP connection. However, we would
like to use a smaller connection timeout to prevent many misbehaving servers leaving us
with many opened TCP connections (because our connection pool is limited). Therefore,
we set the timeout to a lower value and in each try we store the output of WGet only
when it is longer than any from the previous tries. This will capture at least some data in
case a connection times out in the middle of a transmission. When we detect this partial
download, we set the timeout to higher value and try again. After setting a higher timeout
value, it may fail completely, produce the same result or produce a longer result.
4.3.4 Sub-pages handling
When fetching web pages, especially those with malicious or adult content, we often come
across web pages that are trying to hide their content. For this purpose, they use for this
two main approaches:
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of web page download using WGet
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• <iframe> HTML tags displaying HTML code from another file.
• JavaScript code that uses the document.write() or similar functions and it is placed
outside the main page in a separate file using a <script> HTML tag.
Although JavaScript code is technically not a web page, we will use the term sub-page for
JavaScript as well. To circumvent this behavior, we will download these sub-pages and
return them along with the main page. Some web pages, however, are very determined
in hiding their content and they often nest the <iframe> and <script> tags. We can find
web pages that will have the following structure (names of the files were changed but the
example is based on a real web page):
index.html:
no content except for a <script src="script.js"> tag
script.js:
document.write(’<script src=\’scriptA.js\’>’)
document.write(’<script src=\’scriptB.js\’>’)
scriptA.js:
document.write(’<iframe src="menu.html">’)
menu.html:
<a href="pok.html">Poker</a>
<a href="roul.html">Roulette</a>
scriptB.js:
document.write(’<iframe src="content.html">’)
content.html:
<h1>Welcome to our gambling page!</h1>
Let us call the nesting sequence a nesting path. For example, a sequence (index.html,
script.js, scriptA.js, menu.html) would be a nesting path. Note that similar structures
as showed above introduce some new problems:
• We need to parse JavaScript strings to be able to find writes of HTML code.
• Iframes and JavaScript code can be mixed.
• There is unknown level of nesting.
• There can be include loops.
• Error pages can be returned instead of the requested sub-pages.
• Other data can be returned instead of expected JavaScript scripts, such as pictures,
binary data, and scripts in other programming languages.
To address the first problem, ideally, we would like to run a JavaScript in a browser-like
environment and gather all the strings that it produces. Unfortunately, there is no such
off-line tool for this purpose available. There are some JavaScript interpreters available but
they are all missing the DOM (Document Object Model) model that a web browser has.
Therefore, even a simple document.write() function will fail because there is no document.
We can proximate the string write functions by gathering all strings from the script. In
a JavaScript, strings are delimited by the " or ’ characters. When we need to use these
characters inside a string, they need to be backslashed (e.g. \" or \’). To parse strings
from JavaScript, we can use two approaches:
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• Regular expressions: Due to the possibility of using the " and ’ characters inter-
changeably and escape sequences (such as \" or \’), the resulting regular expression
would be very complicated and would need to use expensive back references.
• General Pushdown Automaton (GPDA): Relatively easy to implement for such a sim-
ple scenario. It will require only one pass for separating strings from the rest of the
JavaScript code and unescaping the escaped sequences.
We chose the GPDA approach. Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of such a GPDA. On each
transition, we read and process one character from the input. On each transition, we may
also perform certain operations, denoted by the color and the style of the edge. We use
a temporary string temp that we extend with each new character. The GPDA can split the
input JavaScript into three types of data: texts, code, and comments. The content of temp
gradually builds a sub-string of one of these types. When the type changes, the content of
temp is written to one of the output lists (one for each type). At the end, the sequences
of the type texts that are too short are filtered out. Currently the threshold is set to four
characters.
NO_STR STRING ESCAPE# ", #/"#
', #/'#
", "#/#
', '#/#
Σ \ {",'}, #/#
\, ε/ε
Σ \ {0-9,x,u}, ε/ε
Σ \ ",  "#/"#
Σ \ ', '#/'#
/, ε/C
Σ \ /, C/ε
{b,f,n,o,r,t,v}, ε/ε
ESC_VAL
x, ε/X
{HEX}, U/UU
u, ε/U
{HEX}, UUU/ε
{0-9}, DD/ε
{HEX}, X/ε
No action
Append to temp (lower priority)
Append to temp, append temp to str_out, clear temp
Append temp to no_str_out, clear temp, append to temp
Append to temp + decode (higher priority)
Σ = ASCII
{HEX} = {0-9, a-f, A-F}
Σ \ {HEX}, UUU/ε
Σ \ {HEX}, UU/ε
Σ \ {HEX}, U/ε
Σ \ {0-9}, DD/ε
Σ \ {0-9}, D/ε
Σ \ {HEX}, X/ε
STRING
{0-9}, N/NN
{0-9}, ε/D
COMMENT
/, C/LC
*, C/MC
Σ \ {\n}, L/L
Σ \ {*}, M/M
*, M/E
*, E/E
Σ \ {/}, E/M
\n, LC/ε
/, EC/ε
Figure 4.4: Generalized pushdown automaton of JavaScript string parsing
This GPDA is designed to also unescape strings in temp by removing the \NNN, \xNN,
\uNNNN, \b, \f, \n, \r, \t, \v, \’, \", and \\ escape sequences [38]. Note that the type
comments is separated because it can contain sequences that might be otherwise mistaken
for strings (e.g. //this is "string" or /** this is ’string’ **/ should not output any
strings).
The problem with mixed JavaScript and iframes can be now trivially solved. Web page
parsing will be described in Section 4.3.6. For now, let us assume that we have HTML
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parsing available. We can treat string obtained from JavaScript as an HTML code and
parse it the same way. This will allow us to find iframes hidden in the JavaScript code.
Loops detection
To solve unknown level of nesting and possible loops, we will have to remember the nesting
path for each sub-page. When we discover that a sub-page includes another sub-page that
is already present in the nesting path, we will stop traversing the possible structure from
that point. Similarly, when we find out that the length of the nesting path is more than
a specified constant we will stop as well. Currently this constant is set to 10.
The nesting path, however, will not solve a situation, when a page includes directly copy
of self under different name. This happens very often when a page includes some resource
that is no longer available. The server then instead of an error code returns some default
page, sometimes even the originating page, only under a different name. To detect this,
we will create a nesting set that is a set of all sub-pages seen in all nesting paths for the
current main page so far. When a possible duplicate is returned by the server, its sub-pages
will have a large, often 100% overlap with the nesting set. However, we set the threshold
to a lower value of 75%. A lower value was chosen because including a duplicate is more
damaging for the result than not including a true sub-page. Experimentally, this value
performed well.
Both nesting path and nesting set cannot prevent loops completely. In the worst case
scenario, each of the 10 sub-pages in the nesting path will include a big amount of wrong
and big web pages and eventually consume all memory. To prevent this, we keep a counter
of the total size of all sub-pages. When this counter exceeds a specific threshold, no more
sub-pages are included. This threshold is currently set to 10 MB.
HTML detection
Another problem that we described earlier is an error HTML web page or other unex-
pected data being returned instead of an expected JavaScript scripts. To eliminate it, we
implemented a detection of HTML.
We know we should expect a JavaScript script because we obtain the link to it via an
<script src="some_script.js"language="JavaScript"/> HTML tag. Other possible value
for the language field is “Jscript”, which is a JavaScript implementation from Microsoft
[31]. To react on typos, we can accept “JSscript” as well. Since the language attribute is
currently deprecated [23], another field giving us information about the script type is type.
The value of this attribute has to be a correct MIME type value “text/javascipt” [23]. To
react also on incorrect MIME types, we can check if the value just ends with “javascript”.
When none of these fields is present in the HTML tag, we will assume is is a JavaScript
code by default.
In case we expect a JavaScript and we obtain HTML instead, we can distinguish these
two types by checking a frequency of certain characters, relative to the length of the docu-
ment. HTML contains many HTML tags, that are delimited by the “<” and “>” characters.
JavaScript can contain these characters too but less frequently and additionally less fre-
quently in pairs. Figure 4.5 shows relative frequencies obtained from 150299 documents.
These documents were sub-pages obtained from 35000 randomly selected .com domains
from an old .com domain list. From the first two histograms can be observed that most
documents have the relative frequency of the “<” and “>” characters below 1.4%, which
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has also been selected as the decision boundary. If a document has both frequencies above
this decision boundary, it is considered HTML.
However, there can be still many of these “<” and “>” characters in non-HTML docu-
ments, such as binary data. A normal HTML code has the characters in pairs. That is the
reason why the last two histograms in Figure 4.5 are so similar. Better illustration of this
property of HTML code is in Figure 4.6. It shows a plot of both the “<” and “>” relative
character frequency for each document. We can clearly see that the HTML documents
are the ones splitting the graph in half. By exploiting this property of the HTML, we de-
tect codes other than HTML by measuring the difference between the relative frequencies
of the “<” and “>” characters. We set additional condition that the difference has to be
higher than 0.05%. When it is higher, the document is no longer considered HTML. These
documents are marked by the magenta squares in the Figure 4.6.
JavaScript detection
HTML detection described in the previous section, however, may fail to detect other invalid
data being returned instead. The reason why we consider using the HTML detection at
all is that HTML is usually mixed with JavaScript and detecting only JavaScript would
detect the mixed web pages as well. To detect JavaScript code, we search for common
keywords present in this programming language. Binary data will have zero or arbitrarily
low occurrence of these keywords, other scripts will have occurrence lower than the actual
JavaScript.
To detect JavaScript based on keywords, we used all the previously mentioned 150299
documents. From them, we extracted all sequences consisting of characters a-z and A-Z.
Not all of these documents were actually JavaScript. However, we expect that majority of
these document were JavaScript and that all relevant keywords will stand out if appropriate
metric will be used. We tried to use several metrics to rank the extracted words w from
documents d:
NTFwd =
TFwd∑
∀w TFwd
normtfw =
∑
∀w∀dNTFwd
DFw
(4.1)
logdfw = 1− log
(
N
DFw
)
(4.2)
tfdfw = normtfw · logdfw (4.3)
normdfw =
DFw
N
(4.4)
avgtfw =
∑
∀w∀d TFw
N
(4.5)
where N is total number of documents, TFwd if term frequency of term w in document
d and NTF is normalized term frequency.
From the equations above, the equations 4.4 and 4.5 seemed to provide the best ranking
of the extracted words. We sorted all the extracted words by the avgtfw value and selected
only the top 1070 words with normdfw > 0.1 (appearing in at least 10% of all documents).
Then we used these 1070 words with their avgtfw value to represent and average JavaScript
script.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of character frequencies
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Using a cosine distance (also known as cosine similarity [9]) between the average Java-
Script script (the avgtfw values) and a new unknown document (the TFw values) we can
tell, how much is the new document different from the average. We chose cosine distance,
because the vector of all words is very sparse, many of the words will have TFw = 0 and
we want to focus only on words that are shared. Experimentally, we set the threshold to
0.12. If the new document has a bigger cosine distance than this threshold, it is no longer
considered a JavaScript.
Priority download
The necessity to download sub-pages introduces an additional problem. When we were
fetching only the main pages, each URL was put into a queue and when a download thread
finished fetching one page, it took the next URL from the queue. Now imagine we finish
a download of a main page and we discover that it contains sub-pages. Putting these
sub-pages in the same queue would cause them to be fetched after all previously enqueued
URLs. In the mean time, the main page would have to wait in the memory or to be put
into some disk storage.
One way of solving this problem would be putting the sub-pages in the beginning of
the queue. However, this would only solve the problem for the first main page. All the
following main pages would enqueue their sub-pages to the beginning of the queue as well,
leaving the sub-pages from the first main page in the back.
Another way is creating a priority queue. All pages would queue normally but pages
in a queue with higher priority would be always fetched first. A two level priority queue
(for main pages and sub-pages) already solves this problem. A better solution would be
a priority queue, where sub-pages from the oldest main page would have the highest priority.
This would be, however, much more difficult to implement and it might cause performance
issues due to the necessity of having totally sorted list of prioritized URLs for download.
4.3.5 Encoding detection
When we download a web page, we obtain a string of bytes rather than a meaningful text.
These bytes need to be interpreted as a text using some character encoding [30] (we will use
just the term encoding from now on). Web pages can inform software about the encoding
they are using by a special HTML tags, such as those in Figure 4.7 or Figure 4.8. We will
refer to them as a META tag encoding. Another way of getting information about the used
encoding is from the HTTP headers in the response, concretely from the Content-Type field
[8]. An example of the Content-Type field is in Figure 4.9.
<head>
<meta http -equiv="Content -Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">
...
</head>
Figure 4.7: Example of encoding declaration in a META tag
For simpler operations with texts, we also want to represent all of web pages in one
common encoding. For this purpose, the UTF-8 encoding [32] seems to be the best choice.
The reason why is that we are able to convert almost all common encodings used on the
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC " -//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.1//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org /1999/ xhtml" xml:lang="en">
<head>
...
</head>
Figure 4.8: Example of encoding declaration in a XML tag
Status: HTTP /1.1 302 Found
Content -Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
...
Figure 4.9: Example of encoding declaration HTTP headers
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Figure 4.10: Flowchart of encoding detection
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current web into UTF-813. Unfortunately, the information from the META tag or HTTP
headers is often wrong and using it will result in a text with wrong characters in it, or even
worse, the decoding may fail completely.
To circumvent this problem, we can use a character encoding detection library chardet14.
This library is a successor of a port of a native character detection code from the Mozilla
Firefox web browser, originally created by Mark Pilgrim [21], and currently maintained
by Dan Blanchard. The chardet library takes bytes as an input and returns a tuple
(<detected_encoding>, <confidence>), where <confidence> is a measure of how confident
the library is about the result. The <confidence> value is expressed in percent scaled down
to a range of 〈0.0, 1.0〉.
Just the presence of the confidence measure suggests that this library may fail in de-
tecting the encoding. By fail we mean either having the outputted confidence below some
threshold specified beforehand (we set this to 90%) or failing to decode the bytes using the
outputted high-confidence encoding. First, the detection may fail due to a short input text.
Second, the chardet library does not support all encodings15. When the encoding detection
fails, we have to try all available encodings, until we find one that succeeds. This does not
guarantee that the encoding we find will be the right one but it allows us to interpret the
text at least partially (meaning having some words with improper characters).
Putting all the available information together, we can detect the encoding using a pro-
cedure described by the flowchart diagram in Figure 4.10. This diagram shows in what
order we should try the available encodings. For example, if a web page has the “UTF-8”
encoding in it’s META tag and in HTTP headers, the information is consistent and we
should try it first. If it fails, we should consult chardet and try the encoding that it outputs
(provided it is still above the previously specified 90% threshold). If this fails again, we
have to try all other encodings until we find one that succeeds.
Considering performance, trying all encodings is on average 54 times faster, than con-
sulting chardet, thus we should consult chardet intelligently. In Figure 4.11 is a boxplot
comparing detection time of chardet and plain bytes decoding. UnicodeDammit is another
tool for encoding detection. It is part of a package BeautifulSoup4 for HTML parsing.16,
which we will use later in Section 4.3.6. This package uses chardet internally too.
For creating the Figure 4.11 has been used a Czech Wikipedia web page about Python,
truncated to 57.53 kB (i.e. a “typical web page” from Section 3.2.3). The computer running
the computation had 2388 MB out of 4095 MB of free memory, Intel Core2 Duo T8300
processor with each core of 2.40 GHz, without running any other resources exhaustive
operations. Chardet and UnicodeDammit have been measured 1k times, All encodings
10k times, and Right and Wrong encodings 1M times.
4.3.6 HTML Parsing
In the previous sections, we described how to transform an HTML document into one
common encoding and how to extract a potential HTML code from JavaScript. Next
processing step is parsing of the HTML code into a tree structure. This step is the same
for the main page, as well as for the sub-pages. Having a parsed HTML code will allow us
13In context of Python 3.3.X, the list of encodings available for conversion from or to UTF-8 is available
at http://docs.python.org/3.3/library/codecs.html#standard-encodings.
14Available at https://github.com/chardet/chardet.
15The list of all supported encodings is available at
https://github.com/chardet/chardet/blob/master/README.rst.
16Available at http://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of chardet, UnicodeDammit and bytes decoding
to search for interesting HTML tags using some querying language, rather than by writing
complicated regular expressions.
For HTML parsing we use a combination of lxml17 and BeautifulSoup4 libraries. The
lxml library is very fast but it cannot handle broken HTML code very well. For this rea-
son, we use the BeautifulSoup4 library as fallback. This library can fix broken HTML
code but it is much slower. Fortunately, lxml can use BeautifulSoup4 directly so the re-
sulting document tree is still the same. Sometimes even the BeautifulSoup4 fails, espe-
cially when it receives plain text as an input. To solve this, we enclose the entire page in
<html><head></head><body> and </body></html> HTML tags and repeat the parsing pro-
cess.
As part of the parsing, we clean the HTML as well. First, the JavaScript is replaced
with its parsed version. Then we remove any remaining JavaScript from tags, stylesheets,
comments and style tags. Luckily, the lxml library has a method to remove all these selected
elements. At the end, we search for all possible sub-pages and extract text data from the
parsed code. The output of the HTML parsing is the cleaned HTML code in plain text,
the extracted text data and the parsed HTML tree.
4.4 Classifier selection
In this section, we will describe all implementation details regarding training a classifier. In
Section 3.3, we selected the SVM algorithm for classification. Implementing a good SVM
algorithm is a complicated process. Luckily, there exist many ready-to-use implementations
for most of the mainstream programming languages. An extensive list of various imple-
mentations is available in [26]. [15] compares some of these implementations. Lastly, in
[35] is available a comprehensive comparison of twelve main SVM implementations, from
which seven are available for Python: shogun, nieme, orange, pyML, MLPy, Pybrain and
scikit-learn. Yet another comparison of Python implementations of the SVM algorithm is
available in [3], which describes two additional libraries — MDP and MILK.
Performance benchmarks of shogun, MLPy, Pybrain, scikit-learn and some other Python
17Available at http://lxml.de.
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implementations are available in [20]. From the benchmarks, we can conclude that the
shogun and the scikit-learn libraries have the best performance in terms of training and
classification time.
From all the available implementations, the shogun and the scikit-learn libraries seemed
as the best choices. We chose the scikit-learn because of integration with other scientific
libraries that we will use later as well.
4.5 Features storage
In Section 3.3.1, we described all the theory behind features, why we need them and how to
extract them. This section will focus on implementation details of the selected approaches.
For computing some of the feature weights from Section 3.3.1, we need a global view
on the feature space. This means, we can compute the weights only after all features are
extracted. For some of the weighting schemes from Table 3.4, such as tf · rf , we also need
to keep the number of occurrences of each feature in documents in each category twice.
Once in a positive category (e.g. the one with which is the document labeled) and once in
a negative category (e.g. all the other categories).
Our extracted features come mainly from texts and their main problem is sparsity. Each
document may contain any of the previously seen features or completely new features. It
may also contain thousands of features. We need to count occurrence of each feature and
ideally, we would like to vectorize this computation to be as efficient as possible. A library
called numpy18 works very well for vectorized computations. Using numpy, we can put all
features in one 2D matrix. When features from a new document need to be counted, we
can only specify indices of the features and add counts to all of them at once.
When we parse all features, we would like to store them on a disk as well. The SQLite
database that we suggested for storing documents in Section 4.3.1 has sufficient performance
for inserting large files every couple of hundreds of milliseconds. However, for writing and
loading large arrays of millions of features, the performance is insufficient and we need
a better technology. We will use the PyTables19 library, that uses a HDF5 model20 for data
storing. This library allows storing transparently many Python structures in a compressed
form (including numpy arrays). Additionally, it has much better performance than SQLite
and it allows working with structures larger than the computer’s memory. On the other
hand, it does not support complicated queries that are available in SQL.
However, vectorizing the computation as we suggested expects that we have indices of
the features and that we will fit the entire matrix in the computer’s memory. Nevertheless,
let us deal with these problems later. First, we have to solve a problem with representation
of strings in numpy arrays.
4.5.1 Hashing trick
The numpy library, unfortunately, does not have a data type for a string of variable length.
It uses only fixed length strings and transparently extends this length according to the
longest word in the array. If we were to have an array with 3M features, all of them having
one letter and one having 100 letters, the entire array would occupy a space for 3000000·100
characters, rather than expected 2999999 + 100.
18Available at http://www.numpy.org.
19Available at http://www.pytables.org.
20More information available at http://www.hdfgroup.org/HDF5.
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We can considerably decrease the memory requirements by using a hash of the features
instead of the original features. For this, we can use the MurmurHash hash function
available in the SMHasher library21, concretely the 128-bit version. Each feature will then
have at most 128 b, which is 16 characters. However, directly converting a 128b number
into characters would make most of the feature unreadable. Thus, we will apply a Base64
encoding, which will turn these 16 unreadable characters into 22 readable characters.
Now we know that the upper bound for the feature length is 22 characters. We can
further improve this method by hashing only features that are longer than 22 characters.
This will save some computational power for not having to hash the majority of the shorter
features.
4.5.2 Memory management
For each feature, we have to track 2 ·N integers, where N is the number of all categories.
In Table 3.1 we showed 25 of possible categories we would like to use for categorization. To
summarize, for each feature we have to keep the following information:
• 2 ·N = 2 · 25 = 50 integers. If each integer is 4 B large, it makes 50 · 4 = 200 B.
• Feature type, 1 B at least.
• The feature itself, which is 22 characters in a numpy array. This means also 22 B.
If we will consider a possibility of extracting at least 3.6 million of features, it makes
3.6M · (200+1+22) ≈ 765.60 MB of raw data or 992.20 MB in a numpy array. We will see
later in Section 5 with experiments that this number of features is not exaggerated. This
does not seem as that much data, especially on today’s computers with several gigabytes
of memory. However, we still need memory for other operations and computations on the
features matrix and we may find out we cannot fit all the data in the memory anymore.
We can use the previously mentioned PyTables library to store the features that we
currently do not need. Although moving data between the HDF5 tables and memory is
relatively fast, it is still much slower than accessing data in memory directly. For this
reason, we will try to minimize the number of moves to a minimum. We will use an LRU
cache[29], which we implemented in Python using an OrderedDict collection (an associative
array that remembers positions of the keys as well). We can set a maximum size of this
LRU cache and when it is filled, the oldest feature will be moved to the HDF5 table. When
a feature is accessed, it is moved to the front of the LRU cache. This is very efficient,
because all the operations have O(1).
4.5.3 Features lookup
Each LRU cache record contains one feature with all its metadata. This means, we are
no longer using one huge numpy 2D matrix. However, when we need to count features
occurrences in a document we would still like to use one single matrix.
Assembling a matrix from individual rows is very fast. However, we need to have these
lines in the first place. When a new document is obtained, some of its features may be in the
LRU cache, some may be already flushed to the HDF5 table and some may be completely
new.
21Available at https://code.google.com/p/smhasher.
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First, let us consider a completely new feature. Somehow, we know that it is neither in
the LRU cache nor in the HDF5 table. This case is simple. We only create a new record
and put it in the LRU cache.
Second, let us consider a feature in the LRU cache. It is an associative array so we can
determine if a feature is there or not and where in O(1).
Third, let us assume a feature in the HDF5 table. We would like to move this feature
to the LRU cache. The PyTables library requires a full index on a table to be able to
search in it. Even with this index, the search is an O(log2N) operation, which is not that
fast for hundreds to thousands of features at once. What is more, this index has to be
updated every time the table is changed, which is every time a feature is moved from LRU
to the HDF5 table for the first time. Recalculating the index is very time expensive, several
seconds lasting operation. For this reason, we simply cannot search in the HDF5 table.
To be able to find a feature in the HDF5 table anyway, we need another cache, where we
will track positions of features in the HDF5 table. This will consume additional memory.
Fortunately, we do not need to store the full features records but only a hash of each feature.
We can again use the previously mentioned 128 b MurmurHash hash. In the position cache,
we can now store indices in the HDF5 table as positive numbers and decreasing negative
numbers for features in the LRU cache, that are not yet in the HDF5 table. By using the
position cache we will always know if a feature is new or not and where to find it.
Now that we always know where to find a feature, when a new document is obtained
and features need to be counted, we can move them all into the LRU. Then we can read
from the LRU all that are needed and use the vectorized operations to increase their counts
all at once. To ensure the features will be always present in the LRU cache, we can delay
the operation of moving old features to the HDF5 table after a document is processed. We
can abstract this as a flush method, which will be called at the end of processing of each
document.
4.6 Features extraction
In the previous section, we described how to store extracted features. In this section, we
will go into more detail in how to extract the features and how to process them.
As we stated at the end of Section 4.3.6, we have a raw, cleaned HTML code in plain text,
text data and a parsed HTML code available. All of these are in form of one collection for
the main-page and all its sub-pages. Additionally, in Table 3.2 we showed possible feature
types that we would like to use.
We will not use the raw HTML code for any features. It was included only for a possible
future use. From the text data we can extract the B, I, and S features (as noted in
Table 3.2). From the parsed HTML code then the remaining D, K, T and U features.
4.6.1 Language detection
All, except for the U features are text data. For the word processing steps present in the
following section, we would like to know the language of the texts first. As we stated in
Section 3.2.3, one web page (text data sample) can be in multiple languages. We can use
a library called Compact Language Detector 2 22 (or cld) and its Python wrapper chromium-
compact-language-detector23. Notable features of this library are:
22Available at https://code.google.com/p/cld2.
23Available at http://code.google.com/p/chromium-compact-language-detector.
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• Detects more than 160 languages.
• Detects multiple languages within one text, marks their position and counts percent-
age of text in each language.
• It is not sensitive to HTML markup (but works faster when it is removed beforehand).
• Takes hints from meta tags, HTTP headers, encoding and domain name.
We compared this solution with some other popular language detection libraries:
• libTexCat : Supports only a few languages.
• LID : A language classifier that is not trained.
• guess language: Does not support Belorussian, Thai, Chinese, Japanese, Korean and
Greek.
• NTextCat : It supports a wide range of languages and encodings, but it is available
only for Microsoft Windows over a CLI interface. Moreover, it is based on Wikipedia
articles and the trained models include HTML markup.
• Langid : Provides satisfactory language support, detection confidence value and it is
not sensitive to HTML markup.
From the notes above, Langid seems like a reasonable choice as well. From the detection
accuracy comparison in [34] we can even see, that Langid has a slightly better accuracy
(99.16% on 17000 documents in 17 languages) than cld (98.82%). On the other hand, cld is
implemented in C++ while Langid in pure Python, which makes cld much faster — 171 ms
on average on the 17000 test documents [16].
We chose cld mainly because of its support of multiple languages within one text.
However, this function does not work the way one would expect. Even though the outputted
percentage of languages distribution is correct, rather than marking continuous blocks of
text, it marks only those, where it is confident and leaves the rest as an unknown language.
We assume that languages appear in continuous blocks so we assign a known language from
its surrounding blocks. We know how many percent of each language to expect and how
much text we have already marked with each language. Therefore, when there are two
different languages in the surrounding blocks, we choose the least used one.
Languages mapping
The cld library allows us to add additional hints for language detection by specifying
language codes from meta tag, HTTP headers and domain name. The library expects
the language codes in the ISO-639-1 norm [12]. However, all of these sources provide the
language identifications in different norms or even no norm at all.
In HTTP headers, we can find the language information in the content-language header
[8]. It can contain one or more comma-separated language code in ISO-639-1 norm [8] and
each code can contain other hyphen-separated subtags. We are only interested in the main
tag, so we will split the string on the commas and remove everything after the first hyphen
in each language code.
Regarding meta tags, we can find the language information in several places [11]:
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• In the content attribute of a meta tag with the http-equiv attribute set to content-
language.
• In the lang attribute of the root tag.
In both of these places, the language codes should follow the same rules as for the HTTP
headers. Unfortunately, in reality it is common that the language codes are in other ISO-639
norm, specified by the name of the language or even the country of that language.
To unify all the possible language specifications, we created a mapping from all the
ISO-639 language codes to the closest ISO-639-1 language code. If there was no close ISO-
639-1 language code, we did not create any mapping. Additionally, we added mapping from
language names in English and in their native name to the ISO-639-1 code. We also created
a mapping from country names in their native name, as well as in the English mutation, to
all the ISO-639-1 languages codes. We used all official languages in each country. Lastly, we
created a mapping from country-specific top-level domains to the ISO-639-1 codes, using
the information available from the country names.
To summarize, at this point the web page can specify the language as “en”, “en-us”,
“eng”, “English”, or “United Kingdom” and the output will be always “en”.
4.6.2 Word processing
First step in extracting features from a text is splitting the text into individual tokens.
We would like to keep monetary values as a separate feature so we cannot split the text
only on non-word characters. For example, “2.00 $” or “$ 14.99” would be each split
into one token with the monetary symbol discarded. For this reason, we rather use the
word matching regular expression in Figure 4.12, where the <CS> term is a rather long
sub-expression matching most of the worlds currency symbols [37]. To obtain tokens of the
K feature type (as noted in Table 3.2), we use a different regular expression, which splits
word on different comma characters, optionally surrounded by whitespace characters.
(?:\d+[ ,.]\d+)(?:\s*<CS >)?|(?:<CS >\s*) ?(?:\d+[,.]\d+)|\w+
Figure 4.12: Word matching regular expression
When we have the input string split into tokens, we apply the word preprocessing steps
suggested in Section 3.3.1. To each token, we also prepend its one-character identification
of the feature type from Table 3.2. This allows us to have features of different type with
potentially equal strings as separate features. For example, the word “gambling” found
in title and keywords tags will become “Tgambling” and “Kgambling”, rather than only
a single feature “gambling”.
The output of the feature extraction from texts are features with their absolute term
frequencies. To save time when we are training a classifier with these features, we save the
features from each document with their TF values into a separate SQLite database. Later,
when we need to train a classifier, we do not have to parse the documents again to know
which contained what features.
4.7 Features selection
In the previous sections, we described how to extract and store features. The number of
features can be enormous so we may want to select a subset with the best informative
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features. In Section 3.3.2, we described four variants of the GiniText algorithm, as well
as some feature selection strategies. To demonstrate properties of these algorithms and
strategies, we will use a test set of 9717 manually collected documents, which we will
describe in more detail later in Chapter 5 with experiments. To compute the GiniText
values for all features we used the numpy library, first mentioned in Section 4.5.
From histogram in Figure 4.13a, we can see that making selection based on a specific
GiniText value would not be very intuitive. Almost all the GiniText values are clustered
very close to zero. This happens due to the sparsity of the features. Most of them appeared
only in few documents. As a result, the GiniText algorithm divides a small number by
a large number. If we look at the histogram in Figure 4.13b, we can see that selection
based on a number of features could be used. We can see an increasing numbers of features
with lower GiniText values, which suggests that the algorithm is able to find some better
features.
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Figure 4.13: Histogram of GiniText values distribution
There are three other variants of the GiniText algorithm: GIT-A, GIT-B and GIT-C.
One of the problems they are trying to solve is the distribution of the GiniText values.
From the histogram in Figure 4.14 we can see that the GIT-A algorithm is completely
inappropriate for any selection strategy described so far. Most of the features are clustered
near the value 1. This happens because most of the features are present in only a single
document. These are according to the GIT-A algorithm the best informative features. If we
will assume 3 categories, 10 documents in each category and a feature present only in a single
document then based on the equation 3.1b the GIT-A value will be GiniTextA(W ) =∑
i P (Ci|W )2 = (1/1)2 + (0/1)2 + (0/1)2 = 1. Unfortunately, features present only in one
or two documents are more likely to be noise than actually usable features.
Let us have a look at the GIT-B algorithm. From the histograms in Figure 4.15a and
Figure 4.15b, we can see that some usable features seem to be present approximately until
a value of 0.044. The highest column is caused by the single document features. Based
on the equation 3.1c, the GiniText value for a single-document feature in 9717 documents
with approximately 3.6M features would be GiniTextB(W ) =
∣∣∣ 1log2 P (W ) ∣∣∣ ·∑i P (Ci|W )2 =∣∣∣ 1log2(1/3600000) ∣∣∣ · 1 ≈ 0.046. The GIT-B algorithm seems to allow us to perform selection
based on a GiniText value. Making selection based on a number of features might be
problematic because once we reach the spike caused by the single-document features, the
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Figure 4.14: Histogram of GIT-A values distribution
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Figure 4.15: Histogram of GIT-B values distribution
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selection of these will be completely random (they have all the same GiniText value).
Regarding the GIT-C algorithm, from the histograms in Figure 4.16a and Figure 4.16b
we can see that the situation is similar with the GIT-B algorithm, only the possible GiniText
value threshold is smaller.
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Figure 4.16: Histogram of GIT-C values distribution
4.7.1 Combined feature selection strategies
From the histograms with the GiniText values distributions, we can conclude that features
occurring only in one or two documents have the rank value computed by the GiniText
algorithms too high. We could try to exclude them before computing the GiniText. It
means that for all features we will create a sum of their raw term frequencies over all
categories (let us call it sumtf). Then, we will threshold features on a minimal value of
sumtf .
From histogram in Figure 4.17b, we can see that the distribution has improved signifi-
cantly. Additionally, the number of features is now so low that we may not even need any
other feature selection method anymore.
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4.8 Training of an SVM classifier
We have already described how to extract, store and select features. In this section, we
will show how to train an SVM classifier using the selected features. This step is quite
simple because the scikit-learn library can do most of the work for us. We will use an SVM
classifier with a linear kernel, available in the scikit.svm.LinearSVC module.
First advantage of using the scikit-learn library is that we do not need to implement the
OVA or AVA methods for multi-class classification discussed previously in Section 3.3.3.
The scikit.svm.LinearSVC module implements the OVA approach internally so we train
only one classifier.
4.8.1 Term weighting schemes
In Table 3.4, we showed some possible term weighting schemes. We implemented the tf,
logtf, costf, and itf schemes.
We wanted to implement also the tf ·rf scheme. Unfortunately, it would require training
each classifier in the OVA method with separate features because the RF value is different
for each feature in each category. Not only we would have to manage N instances of the
scikit.svm.LinearSVC module, but we would have to manage N instances of all the other
modules mentioned in the rest of this section. However, we can try at least to use the
RF value only from the category of the trained document for all the classifiers in the OVA
method.
This implementation of the tf ·rf scheme will be limited only for tests. For classification
of real web pages, we do not have information about the category of the document and we
would not know which RF value to choose.
4.8.2 Training
The classifier takes as input data for training a matrix where rows represent documents
and columns represent features. We can efficiently create an input sparse matrix using
the sklearn.feature extraction.Dictectorizer module. First, we fit it with all selected fea-
tures and then we can use the transform method to transform features from each training
document into a row of this matrix. We merge the rows into one single matrix using the
scipy.sparse.sprase vstack method.
The scikit.svm.LinearSVC classifier has a number of parameters that affect how well it
learns. We leave some of the parameters with a fixed value. From them remaining, we will
change the following:
• C : A penalty parameters of the error term.
• loss: A loss function, where “l1” is the hinge loss (standard SVM) and “l2” is the
squared hinge loss.
• tol : Tolerance for stopping criteria.
In Section 3.3.4, we described cross-validation as way of training an algorithm. For-
tunately, we do not need to implement cross-validation nor try all possible values of the
C, tol and loss parameters by ourselves. The scikit-learn library already has the K-fold
cross-validation implemented and available in the sklearn.cross validation.KFold module.
Additionally, using the sklearn.cross validation.train test split method we can split the ini-
tial data into the test and training sets.
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To search for the best performing classifier among all specified C, tol and loss va-
lues we can use a Grid search algorithm. This algorithm is already implemented in the
sklearn.grid search.GridSearchCV module. It takes all values that should be tried for cla-
ssifier training, a classifier instance and an evaluation metric. Then it tries all possible
combinations of the parameters. At the end, it reports the best classifier found and its pa-
rameters. We can then use the test set to perform one final evaluation of the classification
accuracy.
We do not need to implement evaluation metrics either. All the commonly used ones
are already implemented the in the sklearn.metrics package. In Section 3.3.4, we chose the
weighted F1-score as an evaluation metric, which is available in the sklearn.metrics.F1 score
module. At the end of the training, however, we write on the output all of the following
metrics:
• F1-score — micro and macro averaged, weighted and separate for each category.
• Precision and recall — micro and macro averaged, weighted and separate for each
category.
• Accuracy.
• Confusion matrix in a text form and in form of a heat-colored graph.
When we have the trained classifier, we save it for later use in classification of unknown
documents. The classifier instance can be transformed into a text representation and back.
This can be done by using the pickle module, which is available in Python by default. We
can store the string representation in a PyTables HDF5 table.
4.9 Categorization
In Section 4.3 we described how to download web pages from given lists of URLs, how to
extract features from the web pages in Section 4.6 and how to train and store a classifier
in Section 4.8. Now we can reuse all the code we have already written and categorize any
previously unseen web pages.
First, we will load the classifier from a PyTables HDF5 table. Then we can download
web pages and extract features from them the same way as for training. However, this time
we will not store the features or the documents anywhere. It is possible but it would not
make much sense.
Lastly, we will transform each feature set from each web page into a sparse matrix of
one row and let the classifier predict a category. The classifier then outputs a predicted
category and a distance from the hyperplane in each of the classifiers from the OVA method.
One problem with the SVM classifiers is that they cannot predict “no category”. They
always output the category that is the furthest from the SVM hyperplane, no matter how
low the number is. If we want to predict “no category” as well, we have to set a threshold
on this value, which is not very intuitive. Selecting different values will then affect precision
and recall of the predicted categories. Higher values will increase precision and decrease
recall; lower values will decrease precision and increase recall.
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4.10 Summary
In this chapter, we described all implementation specifics of the categorization tool. We
showed from which sub-programs the tool consists of, what is the input and the output
information and what libraries we used.
In several sections, we described how to download effectively web pages, how to deal
with the sub-pages and especially JavaScript. Then, we showed how to parse an HTML
code in a simple way.
Next, we showed how to extract features that may not fit into computers memory and
how to search in such a big amount of data. Having the extracted features, we described
how to select the best informative ones and we also introduced a new combined feature
selection strategy.
Lastly, we described how do we train a classifier, store it and use it later for classification
of previously unseen web pages. We simplified all the operations by a use of the scikit-learn
library.
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Chapter 5
Experiments and results
In this chapter, we will describe series of tests with various settings on the implemented
tool. In Section 3.4, we showed possible sources of the test data. In all of the following
tests, we will be using a test set of 9717 manually collected and labeled documents. The
distribution of documents among the categories is shown in Table 5.1. Category numbers
in this table match the ones previously specified in Table 3.1.
Category 0 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 15 17
Documents 226 3379 2222 18 30 13 15 56 21 14 5 49 4
Category 18 20 21 22 24 25 26 28 30 31 32 99
Documents 29 12 3018 1 1 1 239 3 59 2 83 217
Table 5.1: Document counts in categories
Unless otherwise specified, for all the tests we will use only categories 1, 2 and 21
(Pornography, Gambling and Shopping) because these three were specified in the assign-
ment and they contain considerably more training documents than the other categories.
The training data contains small number of web pages that could be duplicates or that are
very similar (based on their visual appearance observed during the manual classification).
For the Pornography (1) and the Shopping (21) categories, we can expect some overfitting
between other. This is due to a large number of sex shop related web pages, which should
be classified as Pornography, but may share many features with normal shopping sites as
well.
The language distribution among the main three categories is approximately one third
of each category for each one of the following languages: Czech, English and German. The
language distribution is difficult to measure because web pages may contain more than one
language and manual assessment of all the source codes is not feasible.
If not otherwise specified, the default options that are used in all tests are the following:
• Size of the LRU feature cache is set to one million. This option affects only feature
extraction time.
• Number of threads is set to 90. This option is used only for downloading.
• In feature extraction, minimal word length is set to 4 and maximum word length is
set to 20.
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• Features are parsed from iframes, JavaScript and other scripts.
• The training/test set split is set to 70%/30% and a 5-fold cross-validation is used for
training.
• All types of features are used for training. We will reference all feature types in the
tests by their single-character identification from Table 3.2.
• Only the top 500000 of the best features are selected. Before the selection, they are
ordered by their GiniText value computed using the original GiniText algorithm.
• Features text frequencies tf are normalized using a logarithmic normalization log-tf.
• The classifier training option C is set to a range 108, 1.3 × 107, 107, . . . , 10−4, 1.3 ×
10−5, 10−5; tol to a range 109, 1.3× 108, 108, . . . , 1031.3× 102, 102; and both the “l1”
hinge loss function (standard SVM) and “l2” squared hinge loss are tried. This results
in 810 grid searches.
During development of the tool and many experiments with it, these training/classifier
options were evaluated as the best. However, they will be evaluated once more in more
depth later in Section 5.3.3. The value of 500000 features for training was selected as
the highest possible for acceptable memory consumption for the tf · rf features weighting
method. This method requires loading all of the selected features into memory. SVM
classifiers are known to work well even with huge numbers of features so there is no reason
to limit features to any arbitrarily low number.
A weighted F1-score is used as an evaluation metric for the classifier training and in
all results (unless otherwise stated), as specified in Section 4.8.2. For all the tests, all the
other metrics that were specified in Section 4.8.2 are available on the enclosed CD. The test
results on the enclosed CD are labeled using an X.Y scheme, where X is a number of a test
group and Y is a number of an individual test case. One section in this thesis may contain
more than one test group. For creating graphs in some of the test case, the matplotlib
library was used[10].
5.1 Web pages download
In this section and its subsections, we will study various download options of the imple-
mented tool and their effect on the total size of the database with web pages, total download
time, extraction time and number of extracted features. At the end of this section we will
provide some statistics regarding sub-page types and their occurrences.
5.1.1 Sub-pages and JavaScript parsing
In this section, the test cases will assess impact of downloading sub-pages and parsing
a JavaScript code on the total download time, features extraction time and basic classifier
training. The classifier is no expected to demonstrate any particularly high performance
because feature selection and training parameters are the same for all the tests and may
not reflect the best settings for the particular download option. The following tests were
run:
1.1. Download without any sub-pages and without JavaScript parsing.
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1.2. Download with sub-pages but without any JavaScript parsing.
1.3. Download with both sub-pages and JavaScript parsing.
Test 1.1 is expected to have the shortest download time because only the main page is
being downloaded. Then should follow test 1.2, because we expect it to find less sub-pages
than test 1.3. Test 1.3 should find sub-pages hidden within other sub-pages so it should
take the longest time. These assumptions were verified and the results are summarized in
Table 5.2.
Test DB size Download Extraction Features Training Best F1
1.1 69.90 MB 4107 s 697 s 424980 262 s 0.823642
1.2 579.99 MB 7618 s 2948 s 993220 447 s 0.766981
1.3 165.91 MB 13346 s 1135 s 679730 363 s 0.688908
Table 5.2: Results of test group 1
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Figure 5.1: Confusion matrices
The most interesting results are for the JavaScript parsing option. Turning on this
option reduces the size with the downloaded files considerably, as well as the number of
features. When JavaScript parsing is off, most of the S features are just noise (JavaScript
code, rather than text from JavaScripts). Extraction time is reduced as well (due to smaller
amount of data). However, when these features are used for training, the classifier overfits
on the Pornography category (recall value for the category Shopping is only 0.399566).
The overfitting can be observed when comparing confusion matrices from tests 1.1 and
1.3 in Figure 5.1. Note that this does not have to mean the JavaScript parsing option
is not suitable for training. Some other options may be fine-tuned to get better results.
The S and I features are stored separately. Not using or limiting them may result in
a better performance. The metric values from test 1.1 will be used as a baseline. Because
the number of features is lower than the 500000 limit, all features were used and feature
selection methods did not play any role in the training process.
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5.1.2 Sub-pages statistics
Downloading of web pages produces at the end of its run statistics of error codes for main
web pages and sub-pages separately, as well as for detection of JavaScript in JavaScript
parsing. From 9828 web pages on the input for download, 9726 (98.96%) did not produce
any error code, but 9817 (98.87%) actually contained any HTML data. The most common
error was URL resolution error (50 times, 0.05%).
Additionally, when the JavaScript parsing option was used, there we discovered 52505
sub-pages. On average, it is 5.35 of sub-pages per one main page. From these, 50807
(96.77%) did not produce any error code. The most common error code was HTTP status
404 (Not Found) which occurred 1194 times (2.27%). From all the successfully downloaded
sub-pages, 39060 (76.88%) were JavaScript, 5219 (10.27%) were iframes and other scripts,
470 (0.93%) were other HTML documents (such as error pages not producing any error
code) and lastly, 6057 (11.92%) were other files (such as pictures and binary files).
Unexpected HTML code and other files (instead of an expected JavaScript code) are
always discarded. If we will not consider these discarded sub-pages, JavaScript makes up
88.21% of all sub-pages, while iframes and other scripts only 11.79%.
5.2 Features extraction
In this section and its subsections, we will test different feature extraction options and study
their effect on features extraction time, number of extracted features and classification
accuracy. In the first two subsections, we will test different language detection options.
Next, we will examine a separate use of different sub-page types, followed by language
detection for the D, T and K features. Additionally, we will test limiting selected words
by their length and combining words into bi-grams. At the end, we will try to combine the
discovered best options to gain even better classification accuracy.
5.2.1 Language detection in the main text, without sub-pages
In this section, we will evaluate impact of a language detection for the B features and impact
of stripping of accents from words on the classifier accuracy. The language detection is used
only for stemming and stopwords removal operations so the impact of these options is likely
to be only minor. Sub-pages are not used in any of the tests in this section. We ran the
following tests:
2.1. Languages are detected but only the main language is used, unknown language is left
as unknown, accents are kept.
2.2. Languages are detected but only the main language is used, instead of the unknown
language is used the main language, accents are kept.
2.3. Languages are detected but only the main language is used, unknown language is left
as unknown, accents are removed.
2.4. Languages are detected and all of them are used, unknown language is left as unknown,
accents are kept.
Results of all of the tests are available in Table 5.3. From the results, we can observe
that effect of these options is truly minor but still observable. Using these options does not
change the extraction or the training times significantly so we can use these options safely.
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Test Extraction Features Training Best F1
2.1 786 s 424831 268 s 0.830478
2.2 787 s 424574 267 s 0.829846
2.3 816 s 419332 266 s 0.838365
2.4 788 s 426733 267 s 0.837632
Table 5.3: Results of test group 2
5.2.2 Language detection in the main text, with sub-pages
Test cases in this section are the same as in Section 5.2.1. The only difference is that this
time we will use sub-pages as well. Note that sub-pages can be source of all feature types,
except for the B type. Having said that, these tests will be useful only for comparing the
extraction time and feature counts. The test results are available in Table 5.4.
Test Extraction Features Training Best F1
3.1 1124 s 680174 350 s 0.677624
3.2 1125 s 680174 357 s 0.672642
3.3 1243 s 674497 361 s 0.659777
3.4 1114 s 681896 354 s 0.674607
Table 5.4: Results of test group 3
From the results, we can see that using the I and S feature types can hurt classifier
performance severely. This is expected because the texts from sub-pages are likely to contain
many irrelevant features and will mostly add noise. Using these features does not seem to
be a good idea. However, if we will not mind the average 45.24% increase in extraction time
and the average 60.19% increase in features count, we can still extract them. If necessary,
they can be deselected at training time.
Despite the poor accuracy results, we may still find some use for the sub-pages. They
may still add some accuracy, because they may contain the D, K, T and U feature types. In
these tests, we used all feature types. How feature types selection affects learning accuracy
will be assessed later in Section 5.3.1.
5.2.3 Usage of sub-pages
In this section, the tests cases will evaluate from which sub-pages the extracted I and
S features negatively affect the classifier’s accuracy the most. We may discover that some
sub-pages actually cause an increase in accuracy while others a significant decrease. As in
the previous section, in these tests we again use all features types. All options tested in
Section 5.2.2 are used as well. We ran the following tests:
4.1. Only the base options, without any sub-pages.
4.2. Base options + use of iframes.
4.3. Base options + use of JavaScripts.
4.4. Base options + use of other scripts (those not declared as JavaScript).
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Test Extraction Features Training Best F1
4.1 816 s 421403 269 s 0.837251
4.2 904 s 497617 320 s 0.820085
4.3 1176 s 600154 366 s 0.720372
4.4 816 s 421774 267 s 0.837849
Table 5.5: Results of test group 4
1 2 21 1 2 21
1 949 32 24 1 948 33 24
2 30 617 11 2 30 616 12
21 144 168 608 21 141 168 611
Test case 4.1 Test case 4.4
Table 5.6: Confusion matrices of tests 4.1 and 4.4
Results of the tests can be found in Table 5.5. From the results, we can observe that
the worse results are produced by JavaScript. This is understandable because JavaScript
makes up most of the sub-pages data and thus will have the largest impact on the classifier’s
accuracy. Additionally, we can observe that using other scripts actually increased the
classification accuracy. When we compare the confusion matrices from tests 4.1 and 4.4 in
Table 5.6, we can see that it is just a matter of a few documents and it is not a reliable
indicator of any actual contribution. Additionally, it would be interesting to see, how the
sub-pages data will affect the classifier’s accuracy when the text data from sub-pages will
not be used. This will be assessed later in Section 5.3.1.
5.2.4 Language detection in tags and sub-pages
Test cases in this section will assess if there is any benefit in performing language detection
in smaller texts from the title, keywords and description HTML tags, as well as in sub-pages
texts (the T, K, D, S and I feature types respectively). In all of these texts, we will use
all feature types. In Section 5.2.2 we concluded that using text features from sub-pages
is likely to decrease classifier’s accuracy. However, in these tests we want to compare the
change in the accuracy, not its absolute value. The base options for all the tests are a use of
multiple languages, a use of the main language instead of unknown language, and removing
accents. We ran the following tests:
5.1. Base options only.
5.2. Base options + language detection in the HTML title tag.
5.3. Base options + language detection in the HTML description tag.
5.4. Base options + language detection in the HTML keywords tag.
5.5. Base options + language detection in sub-pages.
Results of the tests are present in Table 5.7. From the results, we can observe that the
language detection can increase classification accuracy when it is performed on the title,
keywords and description tags and thus should be used.
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Test Extraction Features Training Best F1
5.1 1265 s 676242 371 s 0.666586
5.2 1245 s 675232 361 s 0.663507
5.3 1245 s 673513 362 s 0.678357
5.4 1243 s 674684 363 s 0.676022
5.5 1294 s 661885 368 s 0.640569
Table 5.7: Results of test group 5
1 2 21 1 2 21
1 968 19 16 1 979 16 8
2 138 509 18 2 145 508 12
21 549 58 311 21 586 73 259
Test case 5.1 Test case 5.5
Table 5.8: Confusion matrices of tests 5.1 and 5.5
We concluded that the I and S feature types should not be used as features for train-
ing in Section 5.2.2. In addition, language detection performed on these types decreases
classification accuracy even more. In Table 5.8, there is a comparison of confusion matri-
ces from tests 5.1 and 5.5. We can see that this language detection improved accuracy of
classification of the Pornography category but has made the classification of the Shopping
category much less accurate. To conclude, we can state that language detection for texts
from sub-pages should not be used.
5.2.5 Minimum and maximum word length
This section covers test group 6 (minimum word length) and test group 7 (maximum word
length). During features extraction, there are two options to limit minimum and maximum
word length from the input. Word length is tested before stemming and if the length
exceeds the minimum or the maximum word length, the word is treated as a stopword.
In test group 6, we eliminated the influence of the maximum word length by setting it to
10000. Similarly, in test group 7 we eliminated the influence of the minimum word length
by setting it to 1.
From the results plotted in Figure 5.2, we can see that the best accuracy was obtained
for minimum word length 8 and maximum word length 10. This is interesting finding
because we would expect the minimum word length to be much lower. However, combining
these values does not necessarily produce the best result in classification accuracy.
5.2.6 Use of bi-grams
In this section, we will assess the effect of using bi-grams on the classifier’s performance. As
a base data, we will use the test case 5.1 from Section 5.2.4. Test 8.1 uses the same options
as the test 5.1, only adds the bi-gram option. Test case 8.2 does not use any sub-pages.
Results of the test can be seen in Table 5.9.
From both the test cases 8.1 and 8.2, we can conclude that the use of bi-grams has the
biggest impact on improving the classification accuracy from all the chosen methods so far.
Due to the large number of extracted features, the F1-score might not be the best one that
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Figure 5.2: Histograms of character frequencies
Test Extraction Features Training Best F1
5.1 1265 s 676242 371 s 0.666586
8.1 2134 s 3625142 185 s 0.822455
8.2 1371 s 2611105 203 s 0.825828
Table 5.9: Results of test group 8
is possible to get because a feature selection method could greatly affect the accuracy as
well.
It seems that when bi-grams are used, the I and S features do not affect the accuracy
very much anymore. There is a difference of almost one million in feature counts between
test cases 8.1 and 8.2. Therefore, none of the features from the sub-pages might have been
selected. Let us review what features were actually selected.
In Table 5.10, we can see feature counts for each feature type and for each category,
that were used for training a classifier in test cases 8.1 and 8.2. One feature can belong to
more than one category so the total sum of features in this table is not 500k but slightly
higher. We can observe, that the I and S features were the second and the third most
frequent and therefore they were used for training. Nevertheless, these features still did not
improve the classification accuracy.
5.2.7 Best options combination
This section covers test groups 9 and 10. From all of the previous tests of feature extraction,
we may now select the options that seemed to result in the best classification accuracy. For
brevity, one or more variable options will be marked by an acronym in brackets. This
acronym will be used later in the results tables and graphs.
From Section 5.2.1, we chose to use multiple languages, substitute the unknown language
with the main detected language and not to use accents. From Section 5.2.4, we chose to
detect languages in the title, keywords and description HTML tags as well. Although the
use of language detection in sub-pages seemed to decrease classification accuracy, we will
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with sub-pages (TC8.1) without sub-pages (TC8.2)
Category 1 2 21 1 2 21
Body 103915 95886 118242 155685 178843 119826
Description 3626 3199 4963 5739 5802 5421
IFrame 12068 19012 11942 0 0 0
Keywords 6494 2665 5683 10845 4906 6153
Script 29952 28731 46499 0 0 0
Title 2201 1551 2562 3184 2555 2496
URL 3272 1178 4085 5331 2238 3563
total 161528 152222 193976 180784 194344 137459
Table 5.10: Number of extracted features per category, type and test case
try once more both to use it and not to use it (DET ). From Section 5.2.5, we selected
the best performing value for the minimum word length (8), and for the maximum word
length (10). From Section 5.2.6, we selected to use the bi-gram option, as it seemed always
to provide better accuracy. In addition, we have selected to try to use and not to use the
sub-pages once again (SUB). In Table 5.11, we can see results for all of the combinations.
Test SUB DET Extraction Features Training F1-score
9.1 yes no 1139 s 1094330 157 s 0.686138
9.2 no - 801 s 819787 153 s 0.693390
9.3 yes yes 1159 s 1072063 167 s 0.663555
Table 5.11: Results of test group 9
These results are not satisfactory and it seems that the word length selection is too
restrictive. We can try some more intuitive values. Let us try to decrease the minimum
word length, increase the maximum word length restrictions, and see if it helps to improve
the classifier’s accuracy. Results for all the combinations are presented in Figure 5.3 in
form of a 3D graph.
From the graph we can see that using feature extraction without sub-pages is not nec-
essary to try anymore. In most cases, it results in a worse F1-score than with sub-pages.
However, whether to use this language detection or not is still inconclusive. The best F1-
score 0.867321 was obtained using combination of minimum word length 4, maximum word
length 11 and language detection turned on. The best F1-score for the combination of
sub-pages without language detection was 0.850759, obtained using minimum word length
3 and maximum word length 11.
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5.3 Classifier training
In this section, we will try different options available for classifier training. As a base corpus,
we will use again our 9817 pre-downloaded documents. This corpus was transformed into
features sets using the best extraction options found in Section 5.2 and its subsections.
These options are:
• Use of all sub-pages.
• Use of multiple languages, substituting the unknown language with the main detected
language and not using accents.
• Detection of languages in title, keywords and description HTML tags, as well as in
sub-pages.
• Minimum word length 4 and maximum word length 11.
• Use of bi-grams.
5.3.1 Features type selection
This section will cover test groups 11 and 12. In Table 3.2, we described seven types of
features that this classifier uses. In this section, we will assess how well these feature types
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can help to predict a category. As a base case, we selected to use only the features from
the main page body text (type B). This feature type is usually used for web classification.
Then, in each of the following tests, we used one other additional feature type. In all of the
test cases, there was used the full 500000 features that we set as the upper limit. Summary
of the tests and their results is in Table 5.12.
Test Feature types Training Best F1 F1 increase
11.1 B (base) 193 s 0.740299 0
11.2 B, D 203 s 0.793305 0.053006
11.3 B, I 225 s 0.736968 -0.003331
11.4 B, K 206 s 0.793923 0.053624
11.5 B, S 263 s 0.760725 0.020426
11.6 B, T 201 s 0.808699 0.068400
11.7 B, U 194 s 0.746777 0.006478
Table 5.12: Results of test group 11
From Table 5.12 we can conclude that feature types D, K, T and U add accuracy.
Surprisingly, although we concluded in Section 5.2.3 that the I and S feature types should
not be used, there was still increase in accuracy for the S type. Since we used less features
than there was extracted, it means that the feature selection method was able to find
some useful features among these as well. The other results match what we might expect
intuitively. The title, keywords and description HTML tags are the most descriptive ones
(in this order). The least descriptive are links to other domains. This type of feature was
tried for the first time so there was no prior information about its actual descriptive power.
In Section 5.2.3 we remarked that it would be interesting to assess the use of sub-pages
on all feature types, except for the I and S types. Unfortunately, in Section 5.2.4 we used
different minimum and maximum word lengths for feature parsing so the F1-score measures
are no longer comparable. For this reason, we ran additional tests with all feature types.
Summary of the options and test case numbers is present in Table 5.13.
Feature types used for training
Sub-pages All, except for I and S All
All 12.1 12.5
None 12.2 12.6
JavaScript 12.3 12.7
iframes 12.4 12.8
Table 5.13: Parameters and numbers of test cases from test group 12
From the results in Table 5.14, we can make a final decision that the feature type
I should not be used because it decreases classification accuracy, while all types of sub-
pages should be used as they increase the accuracy. The type S may be used, but only if
a feature selection is performed as well. Even though, it may still decrease the classification
accuracy.
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features Test Training Best F1 Test Training Best F1
3057866 12.1 223 s 0.859152 12.5 232 s 0.843876
2358783 12.2 209 s 0.823887 12.6 211 s 0.819177
2830415 12.3 219 s 0.848885 12.7 229 s 0.857275
2586033 12.4 214 s 0.808524 12.8 212 s 0.799262
Table 5.14: Results of test group 12
5.3.2 Term weighting schemes
In this section we will assess the true effect of the term weighting schemes (described in
Table 3.4) on classification accuracy. We will not use the I and S feature types and we
will change only the term weighting scheme. We ran tests with schemes that are present in
Table 5.15. Number of extracted features does not change among the tests and it is 500000
out of 3057866 features in total.
Test Scheme Training Best F1
13.1 tf 222 s 0.855537
13.2 logtf 222 s 0.854809
13.3 costf 223 s 0.855642
13.4 tf · rf 222 s 0.876714
13.5 itf 223 s 0.857435
Table 5.15: Description and results of test group 13
The tf · rf scheme was not properly used, as discussed in Section 4.8.1. However, from
results in Table 5.15 we can see that it still provides the best classification accuracy. If we
do not want to use it, we can use any other of the tested schemes because they provide
comparable results. However, note that these results are specific for our testing data set
and some other sets (smaller, with different number of categories, etc.) could have the best
accuracy with different schemes.
If we assess the time of training, there is no difference among the schemes because they
are applied before the training itself (and this time is not counted). However, if we look at
the memory consumption, the difference is significant. The tf scheme does not consume
additional memory because we use the transformed documents as they are. The logtf ,
costf and itf schemes require a mathematical operations on the plain tf values but do not
consume any significant amount of memory as well. The tf · rf scheme requires loading all
rf values for all features that will be used into memory. This can be several hundreds of
megabytes, depending on the number of selected features.
5.3.3 Classifier parameters C, tol and loss
As described in Section 4.8.2, the grid search algorithm tries the C, tol and loss parameters
of the classifier. They affect the learning, therefore the resulting accuracy as well. We ran
only a single test, where we tried the grid search on a wide range of values to help to select
a smaller range of these values that will suffice. We did not use the I and S feature types.
As part of the test 14.1, the classifier training options C and tol were set to a range
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1012, 1.3×1011, 1011, . . . , 10−11, 1.3×10−12, 10−12 and both the “l1” and “l2” loss functions
were used. The results can be seen in Figure 5.4. From the graph we can see that we could
leave the parameter C as it is and set the tol parameter to any of the corner values (1012
or 10−12). The graph is the same for both the “l1” and “l2” loss functions so only the
“l1” loss function is plotted. Using this expanded range we managed to obtain the best
classifier accuracy so far, with F1-score equal to 0.935170. However, these results may be
specific only for our testing corpus and may be different for other datasets. Additionally,
such a computation very slow. To perform all of the 4608 grid searches of the test 14.1 took
11.28 hours.
We tried to set tol to 1012 and use only the “l1” loss function in test 14.2. The result was
F1-score equal to 0.923000 and performing all of the 49 grid searches took 14.88 minutes.
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Figure 5.4: 3D graph of combination of the classifier parameters C and tol
5.3.4 GiniText based feature selection
In this section we will test, how well each of the GiniText algorithms from Section 3.3.2
performs in feature selection. As a selection method, we used selection of the best N fea-
tures, as described in Section 3.3.2. We used the N values from a logarithmical scale and
we did not use the I and S feature types. The results are present in Figure 5.5.
From the results, we can see that GIT-A is not a good feature-ranking algorithm. In
comparison with the original GiniText algorithm, GIT-B and GIT-C algorithms generally
showed a slightly better accuracy, especially for lower numbers of features. Additionally,
we can see that the selection of 500000 features was for this corpus a good compromise
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among memory consumption, training time and resulting accuracy. Higher accuracy was
obtained only for nearly or completely entire set of features, which also consumed over 5 GB
of memory. The best result was achieved by using the GIT-B algorithm and 1.93 million
of features (81.29% of the entire feature set).
To summarize, we can see that with more features we usually get better accuracy. This
is a typical high bias problem (underfitting). If we have enough memory available, we should
use all the features. This is true only for our corpus. For example, other training corpus
suffering from high variance (overfitting) would benefit much more from more training
examples than from higher number of features. Additionally, we do not need to try other
feature selection methods and strategies because in our case, the best method is selecting
all features.
5.3.5 Best options combination
In this section, we will try to combine the best options we tried in the previous training
related sections. This combination is surprisingly simple. Based on the results from Sec-
tion 5.3.3, we will use higher values for the C and tol parameters. Based on the results
from Section 5.3.4 we will use all features and the GIT-B algorithm (although the algorithm
selection is not relevant when all features are used). Additionally, we will try to use and
not to use the I and S feature types. The results are summarized in Table 5.16. Format of
the training time is [Dd, ]H :MM :SS.
Test Feature types C tol Training Best F1
19.1 B, D, K, T, U 〈10−12, 1012〉 1012 3:15:19 0.966365
19.2 All 〈10−12, 1012〉 1012 4:25:44 0.940325
19.3 B, D, K, T, U 〈10−12, 1012〉 〈10−12, 1012〉 3d, 1:16:58 0.966365
19.4 All 〈10−12, 1012〉 〈10−12, 1012〉 - -
Table 5.16: Results of test group 19
From the results in Table 5.16, we can see that we managed to obtain the best F1-score
of 0.966365 in 3 hours, 15 minutes, and 19 seconds. In test 19.3 were the results exactly
the same as for test 19.1, only the training took 3 days instead of 3 hours. For this reason
we did not execute the test 19.4 as it probably would not produce any better result and it
would run 3 or more additional days.
5.4 Summary
In the previous sections, we assessed all the configuration options of the implemented catool.
From the results in Section 5.2.6 and Section 5.3.3, we can conclude that bi-grams and
extensive search over training parameters C and tol have the biggest impact on the classi-
fication accuracy. For experiments, it is enough to train classifier using a smaller C and
tol parameters range and then use the expanded range for final training, which may take
even over a day (depending on the used hardware). Additionally, based on the results in
Section 5.3.2 it seems that a proper implementation of the tf ·rf features weighting scheme
could further improve classification accuracy.
Results of classification of some other web pages not present in our testing corpus
would be subjective. They would depend only on the threshold set on the value mentioned
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in Section 4.9. If they were manually labeled, the results would not differ significantly from
the ones already obtained. It would be the same as using larger tests set or more samples for
training a classifier. Additionally, the classification speed is the same as the download speed
because the download itself is the slowest element. To summarize the overall performance,
on average:
• We were able to download several web pages per second. A concrete value depends
on the currently processed web pages and available internet connection.
• We were able to extract features from 9717 web pages in approximately 35 minutes
(one document every 4.55 s).
• We were able to obtain a trained classifier reporting F1-score of 0.82 to 0.86 (depending
on various parameters) in about 15 minutes.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In the previous chapters, we assessed typical requirements for designing a small-scale web
page classifier. In Chapter 3, we showed possible options from a theoretical point of view,
while Chapter 4 was oriented on practical implementation of selected approaches and their
issues. Chapter 5 then contains various tests of the implemented tool. Most of the tests
were specific for the single test corpus with manually selected documents. This implies that
experiments with parameters of the tool are always necessary. Additionally, having nearly
uniform distribution of documents and languages among categories and enough training
documents probably helped to minimize problems with high variance.
To ensure good classification accuracy when training the tool for new categories, these
criteria should be met:
• Distribution of languages among documents and distribution of documents among
categories are uniform. Additionally, there is enough documents for each combination.
Based on our testing corpus we can say that approximately 1000 documents per
category and language seems to be sufficient.
• Replicated web pages should be excluded or minimized.
• Experiments with minimum and maximum word length for feature extraction may be
necessary.
• The tool can work on any standard computer. However, multi-core systems with
several GB of memory should be preferred. If there is not enough memory for storing
there all features for the training, one may need to experiment with the number of
selected features.
The tool is implemented in very general way, which has several benefits:
• Adding more feature selection methods, feature weighting schemes or feature types is
a matter of few additional lines of code.
• The interpretation of the term “Category” is up to the user and depends only on the
training data. The tool should be able to classify a sentiment of a text or spam as
well.
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• With very little modifications, the tool should be able to classify also, for example,
a type of source code, language or anything else represented by text.
• The tool is modular so as long as the interface does not change, adding other func-
tionality does not require major changes in the existing code.
In this thesis, we tried to improve classification accuracy by using sub-pages. Except
for one test, all the other tests showed that text features extracted from scripts and iframes
are not increasing classification accuracy. However, sub-pages are valuable source of other
feature types so in general sub-pages do increase classification accuracy.
6.1 Possible future improvements
The download of web pages in our implementation is based on WGet running in multiple
threads. Although this implementation works much better than a single-process download,
it still requires a machine with several CPU cores and it can fetch only a few web pages per
second. The entire implementation was so time-consuming that the socket-based solution
from Section 3.2.2 implemented from scratch probably would not take much more time and
would be much more efficient. As previously said, the tool is modular so it is possible to
write a socket-based solution and use it instead of the current one, as long as the interface
is the same.
In Section 5.3.4, we could see that our testing corpus may have problems with high
bias. Although the best accuracy we achieved was sufficiently high, we might try to add
some additional features. Some were suggested in Section 3.3.1. Based on the test results
in Section 5.2.6, we could try to add some other N-grams as well.
6.1.1 Minimum and maximum word lengths
As we could see in Section 5.2.5 and Section 5.2.7, it is not easy to determine the best
combination of minimum and maximum word length. Running tests for all possible com-
binations takes many hours or even days. One way how to improve this is to store the
minimum and maximum word length for each feature. This would be the same number
for single words but they could differ for bi-grams. Using these numbers, features could be
limited at training time, rather than at extraction time. Selecting features based on a cer-
tain condition takes seconds while extraction in our tests took approximately 18 minutes
on average. This could save substantial amount of time, because extraction would have to
be performed only once.
Based on the previous improvement, we could also implement an auto-training mecha-
nism for the minimum and maximum word length. One would specify only the range of
these values and the program would try exhaustively all the combinations. As a result, the
best found value could be directly used. Alternatively, a plot of a 3D graph, similar to the
one in Figure 5.3, could be displayed.
Additionally, we could implement an adaptive minimum and maximum word length
selection for feature extraction. We would only specify how many percent of all languages
we want to cover and the minimum and maximum word length would selected based on
the detected language. For each language, the distribution of word lengths would have to
be learned from a large number of documents (for example Wikipedia articles).
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6.1.2 Near duplicates elimination
Another possible improvement is a detection of replicated web pages. During manual
collection of the testing data described in the beginning of this section, we noticed high
number of replicated web pages and most of them eliminated from the corpus. However, it
would be much better if the tool could eliminate these replicas itself. Replicated documents
should not be included because they cause overfitting. One way to solve this automatically
is via comparing documents converted into shirlings, as described in [2].
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Appendix A
CD Content
The enclosed CD contains:
• The tool implemented as part of this diploma thesis.
• Examples of testing data.
• Detailed results of all tests from Chapter 5.
• Installation script for installing the tool on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, including the most
recent version of all libraries.
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Appendix B
Categories description
Category Description
PORN All mature content, pornography, pictures of nude persons or
sex shops.
Dating sites where the sexual component is dominant.
GAMBLING Casinos, online casinos, sports or online betting, online betting
games (poker, roulette, etc.) or online games sites where gam-
bling is dominant.
MILITARY All kinds of weapons, military organizations and hunting.
SPORT All kinds of sports and shops selling only sports equipment.
Sports betting sites belong under GAMBLING and sporting ho-
lidays go under TRAVEL.
NEWS All news or weather sites.
Finance news site go under FINANCE, car magazines under
VEHICLES.
FINANCE Finance related sites, stock quotes, banks and insurances.
TRAVEL Travel related sites, hotels, airports, car, yacht or holiday homes
rentals.
Sites offering travel arrangements, last minute travel sites.
Casino hotels go under GAMBLING, restaurants and bars go
to NONE.
RELIGION Sites about religion, confessions or history of churches.
REAL Sales of homes, bureaus, real estate agencies and development
companies.
Holiday rentals go under TRAVEL.
Table B.1: Definition of categories
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Category Description
DATING Dating sites without sexually related content.
Dating sites with sexually related content go under PORN.
VEHICLES All kinds of vehicles (cars, motorcycles, boats, trucks, mo-
torhomes) and car repairs.
Car rentals go under TRAVEL.
Sites with military vehicles go under MILITARY.
EDUCATION All educational institutions and reference sites.
GAMES Online games, game consoles, guides or cheats.
Gambling related games (poker, roulette, etc.) go under GAM-
BLING.
Games with sexually explicit content go under PORN.
ADS Banner servers and internet advertising agencies.
SHOPPING Sites where you can shop online and the main goal is to sell
goods (shop types included in other categories are excluded).
Price comparison sites.
Online auctions.
JOBS Job search related sites.
PHISHING Sites that distribute virus infected code, password cracks, web
proxy sites and torrents.
STREAMING Radio or TV stations, streaming media sites.
COMMUNITIES Blogs, forums or social networking.
HOSTING Hosting sites for personal home pages.
HEALTH Sites, where the main content is health related, or with medical
information.
HUMOR Jokes or funny videos.
SEARCH Search engines, directory sites or yellow pages.
PARKED Parked domains or domains for sale.
NONE Any other web page not belonging into any other category.
Table B.2: Definition of categories
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